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...for whate11.ergear
machining you may need

ONE SOURCE for a variety of
precision gear machining disci
plincs. Featuring tho: machines of
world class manufacturers:
American WERA, Hunh
MODULand PRA.WEMA. Our
package includes machines, plan-
ning and engineering by experi-
enced gear specialists, plus testing,
installation and service. Call today
for details on:

• PROHLING
• SPLINE CU1TING
• GEAR ROBBING
• GEAR TOOTH POINTING
• BEVEL GEAR CUITI lG
• GEAR HONING
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· .. Step #1 HOB

• Worm gear,
Spline. Sprocket

• Ground form

• Muhigash

• Throw-away

• liN. lieNl,
liAIN Coated

From 'state of the art' manufacturing facilities we offer
high accuracy tools. Call us 10 help you. design the most
economical hob for your enviroment.

• • • Step #2 .... CHAMFER &
DEBURR

Samputensili world wide famous chamfer and deburr
machine (and tools) will help you keep your cycle time
where it should be: LOW - maintaining a COil istent
chamjer 011 both flanks 011 spur and helical gears.

· .. Step #3 SHAVE!

OW DESIG ED AND BUILT IN
OAK .PARK, MICHIGAN
u- ..T Ct ~ '",~ :r ::c 1..T --:c t.T

• PLUNGE

.. UNDERPASS

• DIAGONAL

.. CONVENTIONAL

.. REGRINDS

(don't forget to ask about
our 'lre'luf!1II regrilUl prol1mm")

For detailed information
please eorrtaet:
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IHelr,e is the
company you have

been loo!kilniglfor:.

We are at your'
service to offer the
moat cornptere t,oell

palckagle'.

And next time vve,llll
talk ,abo,ut ,our

CNC forrn
IGear' 'G'lrindelr

I' America, inc.
877~5Capital .Ave.

Oak Park, MI 48237
Ph: 8110/548-7177 Fax: 810/548-4443



Recently m had the pleasure of having

inne with Frank: Sinatra. Jr. He was
here in Chicago for a benefit concert for
R ell Unive it)' (my wife i eo-
chairperson of the benefit). Om conver-
ation ranged over a wide variety of ub-

jeets, including a smallgem of an HDO
television movie. "Truman" with Gary
Smise in 'he htle rote.

inatra expressed admira,tion for
Truman's no-nonsen approach to lead-

ership. From there our conversation

moved on to the subject 'of leadership in

general, and. while Sinatra dismi ed his
own conclu ion w,ith a mode t, "What
do ] know? W'm ju I a thick- kulled

musician," much of what he said struck

a chard willl me.
The leadership qualities he admired

(and ones I admire as well) were simple:
Truman's understanding of aecountabilj-
ty-"1be buck slops here"-and Ronald

Reagan's clarity of visioll. YOIJ may Ilffi

have agreed wnh lIlany of Reagan's poli-

cie •but you at least knew what they were.
These simple elcm nts of leadership

are often overlooked; or, what strikes me

as a Jiltle sad and funny atihe arne lime.
about once every four or five years. some
management "expen" du ts them off and
bring them out the [test insighllllat's
going to save American eompetitiveness
and turn your oomplllly into the next
Microsoft and you inlo the next 8ill
Gates. Then he charge $49.95 a pop for
a 300-page book explaining it all
The fact I the e basic leader. hip rules

arese imple that anyone can under-
tand them, and without 300 pages of

explanation, No Harvard MBA or
University of Chicago doctorate in eco-
nomics is required,

Rule One i this: Have a clear under-
standing of where you want to go and
how you intend 10 get there. Your basic
goal hould be so simple that it can be
express ed in one or two sentence a

grade school child can understand: for
example. "to make a profit selling
gears." Here at the magazine our goal is
this: To be the Gear Indus.try's
Informatio1l SOIH"CI!.

Getting yourgoal down toa couple
of impl.e sentence require orne hud

PUBLISHIER',S, PAIGE _

thinking and clearing away of all the

clutter and buzzwords, thai can muddy
the water. Btl! unless YOlJ1 goal is clear"
,0,1 least in YDIU mind, all your other
errarts may be wasted.

It's not enough to know where you're

going. You have te teU your de tination
10 the people you expect to follow YOIl,
such a your employee. Thi . is the area
ill which Ronald Reagan hined. He told
people where he was going and invited
them along,

The days of managing by means of
the mantra, "Tru t me, I know what I'm
doing," are over in bu iness, if not in pol-
itics. The bright. hard-working, 'innova-

tive employees we all want don't work:
well for managers wbo tell them thai, and

expecting them to. do so. is a waste ofthe
valuable resource they represent Oulide

the earshot of managers...employees can
the trust- me approach the "mushroom
school of management," (keep people in

the dark and cover them with "fertiliz-
er"), and they re pond to such treatment
with the contempt it deserves.

Rule Two in our Dinner-Table Calif e
in Ba ic Management is the Harry
Truman Rule: "The buck stops here,"
Somebody has to have the final respon-
ibilily for each piece of the project and

for 'the overall project. That person has

to be clearly identifiable to everyone
involved. Correlatively, if a pa:rticulaJ"

omeon i accouatable for the ucce ~
or failure of the project. be or she bas to
be empowered to get the job done. You
can't make people re pon ible for a job
and then not givethem the tool or the
:freedom to do it.

Neither of the e rule is a piece of

complicated. mystic wisdom. A bunch of
reasonably intelligent people from a
variety of background came up with
them in the course of a dinner-table con-
versation. And yet, there are dozens, if
not hundreds, of"companie (n l to men-

lion our various government bodie: ) out

there whose management teams don't
seem to "'gee it. .. · artoollist Scot! Adarn •
Dilbert has become [l new workplace
hero, and Adams has become a million-

aire by poking fun ar them.

A recent i ue of Forbe ran II feature
about Bridge tone Tire' Pre idcnt
Yo.ichiro Kaizaki. He carne [0 Akron,
OH, and turned around a company Ilial

had been hemorrhaging red ink with a
'basic strategy, His mission statement:

Let's make a profit selling tires. His
implementation: Remind each one of the
division presidents of Harry Truman's
dictum, "The buck. tops here," by the

simple expedient of linking their pay to
their performance,

The implementation was not wi,lhoui
pain. but Kalzaki kept his eye on his sim-
ple goal and on the Harry Truman Rule.

and the company has begun its tum-
around. It's II 'strategy that will work with
any business, even making gears.

Michael Goldstein
Publisher & Edilor-in-Chief
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The most for your
money.

Introdu.cing tile PC-based
IHofier ZPSeries Gear Measu I" 9 Centers

from Klingelnberg.

M'easuring' techno.'ogy for the millennium-
affonlalJle 'todiI¥!

A ne vel of accuracy.
3-axis measuring with a full 3-D pro'bing systerll-

4 millionths resoluton,

v: rsatlle.
The ZP range can handle 'gears and non-gear

parts--even camshafts and crankshafts-
up to 4'0" long and up to 4'0" diarneter;

Easy3-side loading and unloading.
Ask our competition to do that.

Short mung eyc. s.
Time-saving standard measuring cycles
and instant evaluation help you breeze'

through inspections. Menu-driven operation,
instant response.

And,. ,01 coutSe,tlle ZP Sene-
lsaves floorspace.

The ,zp Series. From the !Hlfter 'family
of CNC gear inspection systems.

The lpackage our com,petition hopedl
we would never offer.

Calli for a quote today.
Lieb.herl'oAmerica" Inc.

1465 Woodland Drive
Saline, MI 481].6-1259
'Tell. 313 429 7225
IF:ax313 429 2294
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• IBOO:KREVIEW _

Purchasers & Specifiers
Gears and Ge'er ManufalCtm1e, The Fundarnentats .by Ri'cha'~dH. Ewert,

Ch'apma'n ,& Hall, New York, 799'7: IS.BN 0-412-7067'1-6. $54.9'5~

T
his book is written for tho e

among Ill. wnh or without a
technical background, who have

__ an occasional. need to use, pur-
chase or specify gears. The author
assumes an audience that is not made up
of experienced gear designers, but of
people who do, need to have a basic
understanding of the eritena u ed by ihe
designer. The ubject covered include
not only the gears them elves, but their
manufacturing methods. the system,
that contain them and the terms used to
describe them.

The traditional approach to begin-
ning a gear book is (10 start with a his-
torical les on, move on to the types of
gears and then, to Ihe geometry of the
involute curve. Ewert foUow thi same
path. but doe 0 by quoLingand refer-
encing: everal cia ic books on gearing.
Thi hasthe two-fold effect of not only
covering :important material, but also
expo ing the re der to valuable OUJ1ces
for further tudy. In fact.lhrougnoul1lhe
book, the reader wiU find a liberal
amount of meterial from Earle Buck-
ingbam. Darle Dudley and AGMA. The
experienced individual. might find thi
basic approach omewhat di appoint-
ing. but, remember, the booki directed
to' the beginner.

While Ewert has taken a traditional

ham and Dudley. A chapter 01'1 drafting
practice is included, bUI it could have
been much better if orne di cussion of
gear data blocks had been included. One
of the most interesting additions is the
chapter on cost. Ewer! sugge I that
those who feel they can. produce gears
bener than their suppliers should read
thi . chapter before ordering their hob-
bing machine. Other interesting additions
throughout the book: are the numerous
definitions of various gear terms. While
the AGMA nomenclature standard is
cited as a reference. it is valuable to note
that Ewer! is also co-author of the
Encyclopedic Dictionary of Gears and
Gearing, published by McGraw-Hili.

The boo·1e like most gear books, is
peppered throughout with illustration ..
Unfortunately, not all are of good quali-
ty. Some of the photos are diad::, and
some even appear to 'be phoiocopie of
photograph . At least one of the line
drawings is distorted as if copied 0\1'1. of
a book near its binding. Two of the
table, consisting of numerous pages,
are also copied fr'Om Buckingham.
Buckingham's original book was print-
ed in his own handwriting 'to eliminate
any 'ype etting errors. The handwritten
material has a unique appearance, bllt i
not a easy to read a it hould be. Given
current type etting technology, these

approach '10 beginning a gear book, he tables could 'easily have been repro-
bas added some material net alway
found in a basic volume. A chapter en
noi e give the reader some idea of the
complexity .of th:i factor and the con-
cepts u ed to deal with gear noise. Tilt
chapter quotes heavily from Buck.ing-

duced in a. much. more legible format
Some of the other tables are reproduced
from out-of-date AGMA standards. To
be fair. Ewert states this wa done for
implicity. A basic book doe n't have to

be CUlling edge,

Despite the a.forementioned faults,
the book is a welcome libraryadditien
for anyone intere ted :in gears. Tho e
Ihat are new to gearing or tho who
will have only an occasional exposure 110

gear will find this velum most useful.
The book may al a be a useful textbook
for a manufacturing technician or an
engineering student.

Robert W. Wasilewski
De ign Engineering Manager,
Arrow 'Gear Company,
Downers Grove, IL

Tell Us What You nilllc ...
Ifyou found this articla of inttrelt Ind/or
useful, please circle _

For mora information about thl. book,
call 1-800-842-3638.

MAV/.JUNE IIIU 9



ADVERTISING
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Fassler AG
Starting as a manufacturer of diamond dressing

devices, Fassler AG quickly evolved into an internation-
al supplier of state-of-the-art machine tools and dia-
mond coated tooling. The demand for Fassler gear hon-
ing machines, worm wheel dressing devices, hard
broaching machines. and diamond tooling has been
steadily increasing.

The DSA worm wheel dressing device was intro-
duced to gear manufacturers in 1971 and remains an
integral part of the gear grinding industry. Using dia-
mond discs to dress the entire gear rack profile on gear
grinding wheels, it quickly replaced the single-point

method.
lin 1975 Albert Fassler invented the gear honing

process that uses an internally toothed honing stone to
finish spur, helical, or cluster gears. The Fassler gear
honing process can be used to finish gears directly after
hobbing and heat treating. Internal gears are finished
with an externally toothed diamond honing wheel. The
high contact ratio inherent to the process, alonq with
surface contact machining, insures an efficient process
with short cycle times. This process continues to meet
the demands for high precision gears used in the auto-
motive. aircraft. and other industries that require long
lasting. quiet running gearing.

The newest machine manufactured by Fassler AG is
the HS·100 Hard Broaching Machine. Using a diamond
coated short broach. it removes heat treat distortion
from splines, keyways, bores, and other internal config-
urations. Hard broaching to closer tolerances will
insure workpiece consistency, ease' assembly, and
eliminate the scrapping of expensive piece pans.

The Fassler Multimag operation specializes in
overhauling and adding eNC topological correction
systems to MAAG gear grinding machines. For manu-
facturers of diamond gears, shaving cutters, rolling
dies, or highly loaded gears, the CNC control makes it
possible to program and grind any desired tooth flank
correction.

With the recent establishment of Fassler Corporation
in Germantown, Wisconsin, Fassler .AG continues its
product and marketing development while maintaining a
company philosophy of providing high quality, cost-
effective products and services to their customers in a
timely manner.

Fast, economical hard
gear finishing process
that increases gear life
while reducing Of elimi-
nating gear noise.
. Internal or external gears
• Spur. helical. or cluster

gears
With Direct Honing

you can hob, heat treat,
and hone your gears to
market requirements.

With Universal
Honing it is possible to
finish a family of gears
having the same tooth
characteristics with vary-
ing numbers of teeth.

With Combi-Honing
you can roughand finish
on the same machine
with honing stones
mounted in tandem.

Fassler
·Focusing on
Direct Honing!

Fassler K-300 & K-400
Gear Honing Machines

FasslerAG,
Ringsfrasse 2~
IC"-8600 Diibendorl
Switzerland
IPhone: IOn-4U-821'-3745
IF,ax:1011-411-820-'3906

-- - - - - --------

Fassll'elr makes glood g'ears better!

CHARACTERISTICS OF HIJNEIJI GEARS:
• Increased wear resistance
• High surface finish
• Favorable machining marks for noise reduction
• Low surface roughness guarantees a permanent oil film

MACHINE FEATURES:
05 and 6 CNC controlled axes
• Synchronous drives on the K·400
• eNC control of lead crowning and taper
• Short setup times

Fassler
IFassl'er Corporation
1:1'782N. IMaple IRoad
IGermantown, Wli 53022
IPhone: 4114-255~0695
Fax~ 414-.255-967,6

CIR.CliI: 135



A Conversation With
Darle Dudley

Gear Teclhnoll'o'gy consults with a masterge'8r engineer..

O Dr many years. when gear engi-
neers have been confronted Witl.1
tough problems either in. the
field or on the draw.ing board;

one of the inevitable suggestions has
been, "Ask Darle Dudley." or "Check
the Dudley book," That's .norsurprising.
With more than fifty years' experience in

gear design and credits for five boob
(with transkuions i'l French, German.
Spanish and Italian). Ilume.rous papers.
lectures. and patents, and .0 worldwide
reputation as a gear expert; Darle
Dudley s position as one oflhe menlo ask
wilen dealing with knotty gear problems
is unassailable.

Recently. Gear Technology had some
conversations with Dudley.. not about
specific gearing problems, but about
''theel101ution of the gear art" as he has
seen .it over Ihe last half-century and
where he sees the art· and the industry
moving as we enter a new century.

\¥hat follows are excerpts from these
conversations. ranging .on topics from
What Every Young Gear Engineer Needs
to Know to Gears of the Future.

GT: What has been. the most signif-
leant teehnical deve opment in. gear
designand manufacturing or the last
SOyears'1

DD: Significant progress has been
made in both design calculations for
gears and in manufacturing methods. We
now have calculations for gear ratings
based! on probability 'Of failure and recog-
nition of bow the allowable stress for 10
billion cycles must be much lower than
the allowable stress for 10 million cycles.
These concepts of :probabil.ity of failure
and recognition of :faLlgue of metal over
long periods of time were not used to any
great extent prior to 1'950.

The most significant manufacturing
development bas been the lise of CBN

Nancy Bartel~s

Darie Dudley
(cubic boron nitride) for grind:ing. CBN
grinding quite often results in closer con-
trol of gear accuracy and higher rates 'of
production.

GT: Overall. would. you say gear
developm.ent has been ,evolutionary or
re olutionary?

DD: I think gearing evolves. Histori-
cally, 10 to 40' years may pass :from when
a new idea is first heard of to when it
becomes an established trade practice.
For example, I and a man. named Dr. H.
Poritsky first published a paper ill 1943
about the feasibility of making geometric
calculations for any kind of gears mesh-
ing together with fully conjugate action.
Butthe calculations involved were very
hard to do until the computer came into
wide-spread use about 1960. Even then
the calculations were not applied to all
kinds of gears until the 1.9808. In 19941

wrote the forward to Faydor Litvin's
book, Gear Geometry and Applied
Tlleor}" which shows how to makecal-
euladons of tooth shapes for any kind of
involute or noninvolute tooth form in any
kind of spur, helical, bevel, worm,
hypoid or Spiroid.® gear in any meshing,
cutting or grinding operation.

Areas that are developing quite rapid-
ly now are powder metal and plastic
gears and ausforming of hardened steel.
gears. m think the space program is going
to continue to have a big influence on
gear design technology.

GT: Speaking of the spaee pro-
gram, you've been involved in the mn-
italiY development of gearing Ince
World War U. How have military
needs, Like the various war elJorts
we've seen and the spaee program,
affected the dey,elopment or gear tech-
nology? Have the improvements made
Ithere entered the mainstream gear
markets, and how has 'the industry as a
whole benefltted Irom these military
developments over t[me?

DO.: I think the space program has
been the most important thing to promote
rapid advancement lfl gear teehnology-«
and in other kinds of technelogy as well,
After 1957, when the Rns ian Sputnik
was launched, this country was commit-
ted to a moon .Ianding ~n ten years' time,
and we weren't even sure at the time we
could successfally get a rocket into orbit!
The massive push from thegovemment
was a trem.endousimpetus to develop
technology qllickJy.

For example, we found when designing
gearing for the drive of rocket boo ter
pumps, we needed gears that. could cany
loadsalmost twice as great as J950sgear
practice allowed and yet have a reliability
against tooth breakage of 1000 to 1 instead
of the cu lomary 100 La 1. The kind of
focus and effort needed to get that job done
taught u a lot about building better gears.
We did produeejhe super gears we needed,
but the many failures we encounteredal!ong
the way also taught us II good deal about
ways to enhance gear load carrying capac-
ity that we might not have learned other-
wise-cor al. least not learned as quickly,

MAY/JUNE U87 11'11



GT: The geopolitical situation has
changed a lot inc:e [957, and govern-
ment spending en things like the s-pace
program is being cut back drastically.
How is that. going to af~ed gear
research and development?

DO: Gear research is an ongoing
thing. Sometimes the government has a
program going that requires and pays for
substantial gear research. as with the
pace program. In the last 20 years, Japan

and Gennany have been the world lead-
ers in gear re eareh. We've benefitted
from their work, but :in many cases,

we've had te pay for not doing the Clevel-

1978-pre~ent. Founded Dudley
Engineering Co., .3 gear consulting finn
working with companies involved in tur-
bine, aero pace, mining and industrial
production. In 199.1, most of the assets
of the company were transferred to
Dudley Technical Group Inc, Dudley
Engineering still does limited engineer-
ing consultation as a sole proprietorship.

EDUCATION
BSMB, Oregon State
University, 1940

~:.tCAREER EXPERJENCE
~. 1940-1978. Worked for General

Electric. Mechanical
Technology Inc. and Solar.

PUBLICATIONS
• Practical Gear Design.
McGraw-Hill. New York . .1954,

(translated into French in 1958, German
in 1961).
• Gear Handbook, McGraw-Hill. New
York, 1972, (translated into Spanish and
published :inMexico in (973).
• The Evolution of the Gear An, AGMA,
.1969.
• Handbook of Practical Gear Design,
McGraw-Hili. New York, 1984.
(Reissued by Technomic Publishing Inc.,
Lancaster. PA. 1994. and translated into
Italian. 1996.)
• Dudley's Gear Handbook. 2nd ed.,
Dennis Townsend, ed .. McGraw-Hili,
New York, 1992.

PATENTS
• Thrust Bearing ( .S.
2,659.635), November n, 1953.

• Flexible Coupling with Torque-
Limiting Means ( .S. 2.975,620), March
21, 1961 (with E. E. Sliipley)

opment. Par example, General Electric !
invented Borazon®, bUI the Japane e I
developed the method for usingit in gear i
grinding. ow we import Borazon gear .

grinding machines from Japan and
Germany, and the keyparents for them
areheld by the Japanese,

In the future, I'd like to, see us devel-
op a test machine that can gel. data on
elastohydrcdynamic (EHID) oil film
thickness up to ] billion cycles or more.
Right now there are no machines !ltat can,
get thi data in any reasonable period of
time. But if we don't do this important
development. work-for lack of fund ,

MEMBERSHIPS
oAGMA
-ASME

• ASME Gear Research Institute
• International Federation for the Theory
of Machine. and Mechanisms

Dudley Will !:he chairman of the AGMA
Aerospace 'Gearing Committee for 19
years. He was also first chairman and
the founder of the Vehicle Gearing
Committee. He Will> al ·0 the first chair-
man of the IFfoMM Gear Technical
Committee and chairman of the ASME
Research Need Task Force for Gearing.
He still serves on the Advisory Board of
the Gear Research Institute,

AWARDS
• Honorary lifetime member of
AGMA.

o· Edward P Connell Award n958) for
outstanding service to the gearing indus-
try and authoritative writing in the field.
• Golden Gear Award (1966) from
Power Transmission Design for out-
standing contributions to the gear art
during tile last 50 years.
• Medaille 0' Argent (1977) from the
French Institute of Gears & Gear
Transm iss ions .
o Worcester Reed Warner Medal (1979)
from AS ME for engineering contribu-
lion 10 gearing.
• Honorary member of Verein Deutscher
Ingenieure (VOl), lite association of
German Engineers.
o Medttille D'Or (1986) from the French
In tiune of Gear' & Gear Transmissions.
• Ernst Blickle Award (1994) from SEW-
Eurodrive-Slftung, Bruchsal, Germany,
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either from private sources or the gov-
ernment-I suspect that it will be done in
some other country. and they will gel the
business benefit from it. We'U only ben-
efit second-hand.

GT: What do you see as 'the :next
great development in gear technology?

DID: We're already into the study of
EHn effects as at major factor in the rat-
ing of gears for service life of more than
]08cydes ..Even though we lack labora-

I.ory test data at 109 cycles, field experi-
ence i teaching the gear trade how
important it is to have an EHD oil film
thicknessthat will separate the rubbing
and rolling tooth surface when gears are
expected to survive for 109 or even ]010

tooth contact cycles.
Looking ten years or more ahead, I

think we're in for surprises in gear devel-
opment. Generally, engineers have a hard
time guessing what's coming next. Who
would have thought in the 19405 that

computers would become so clever and
important?

'GT: What is the one technulogical
improvement you would like to see
rigbt now :in gear design and. manufac-
turi~g?

DID: I'd like to see more work done
on wonn gears, which are running on
nonparallel, nonintersecting axes. At
pre ent it's running considerably behind
development in parallel axis gearing of
all sorts and bevel gearing on inter set-
iog axes. I'd like to see the research done
so' that worm gear strength and worm
gear surface durability could be calculat-

ed and understoodas well as we can cal-
culate and understand helical gear
strength and surface durability.

G'fi Where do you see the gear
industry in 10 years? 15?' 251

DO: Gear technology has grown
rapidly in the last 50 years. Noi eand
vibrationare now very important things
in power gearing. All kinds of new for-
mulations for both metal and nonmetallic
gears have come into production. There
has also been an enormous growth in
technical standards, rules and codes for
making gears. The ways one can manu-
facture a gear have also mlllti.plied.

This has created a. siruationrather like
the one in law or accounting. Itused to be
that you could do your own taxes" and



generally an hone Iman didn't ever need
8 lawyer. Now profe ional people need
iii tax. ccountantto work: out their income
taxe ,Wld you don ',t dare enter into a
eonea 1 without Ilaving a lawyer check it
to make me the words are right. The
ame thing i .happening in gearing. Now

it's very hard far the average business
person or engineer to keep up technical-
Iy. I think &DI the next decades we will .ee
a great increase in the need to hire out-
side gear consultarus,

or the same reason, I think we're
going to see an increase in standardiza-
tion for gear products. Ju t like you don't
need to hire a consultant to buy 8. Wo-
wall light bulb, you won't need to hire a
consultant '1.0 help Y0l.l buy simple gear
drives fbr simple gear jobs because
standardized items wi!] be available
everywhere.

GT: We've been hearing much
about the probllllll .of young ngineers
comin to work ,'ery knowledgeable
about. ,computers and gen raj engi-
neering. but lacking much .or the
knowledgetbey 'need to design gears.
DD you ee tbl a ;a problem, and, If 0,

what should be don about.lt?
DO: Wthink this has become 8 seriou

problem in. the Last 15 01' so years. The
young engineer eoming up have very lit-
tle experience in the intricacie of gear
manufacturing Oil' the problem encoun-
tered when puuinggears into service. A
good gear tooth design may fail For all
kind . of peripheral reasons: Inadequate
bolting of the gear casing, failure of oil
seals, improper or inadequate lubrication,
coruamination ill the oil system . . . A
gear d igner need a broad educetionin
a variety of thing like machinery instal-
lation, machinery maintenance and er-
vicing. noise and vibration measurement,
instrumentation and trade standards.

A young engineer interested in gear-
ing needs to, start with a basic knowledge
of machine design. Then you need (0

know about metallurgy, heattreating pro-
cedures" the proper choice of metals for
various applications, even the effect the
environment will have on performance.
A gear assembly doesn'tperfonn the
same way in the Arcticas it doe in the
Tropics or WDthe American desert as it
does in Western Europe. All of thee

WANTED?
MORE ACCURACY

MORE EXPANSION
MORE VERSATILITY

LONGER LIFE

AND LESS COST?

LeCOUNT, Inc.
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considerations need to go into gear
design. It's not enough to be able to plug
in formulas from a computer program.

GT: Wbere does .3. young person. get
this kind of training?

DD: A lot of it will have to come with
on-the-job training. Ideally Iwould have
beginning gear engineers spend a couple
of years working with or in a gear manu-
facturing shop and witb field service peo-
ple in a large company where failed
equipment is being repaired or replaced.
Then I'd have them regularly attend

meetings of AGMA and ASME where
technical papers on gearing subjects are
presented and discussed. I would also
send them to listen in on standards com-
mittee meetings so !hey can hear the

CIRCLE 124
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debates and sec what goes into determin-
ing gear standards ..

In the meantime, I think companies
would be well advised to have experi-
enced gear consultants take a look at new
designs for new projects. Even the largest
companies in the automotive and electric
power industries call 110 longer afford to
keep a staff of engineers who are fully up
to speed on the newest advances in gear
engineering. In the cutbacks of the last
few years, many of those senior engi-
neers who. had the most Knowledge and
the broadestexperiencehave been given
early retirement.

HT: Tbrougbout your career, YOli

have been very active in A'GMA. Wbat
changes have you seen in this organi.

IK'EGAIA~£FljCA CORPORATION'
2246 North Palmer 'DrNe, SuIte 108

:Schaumburg, IIIlInols ·60173
TEL (847) 3.97-3970 F:AX (841). 391-1535

zation over the years?
DD: AGMA is becoming a world

organization, Probably at sometime in

the future. it will change its name to

AGMA International, just like the
American Society for Metals did a few
years ago, It's a cliche, but we real1y are
living in a global village. The role and
mission of all trade organizations now is
to work toward international develop-
ment and cooperation.

For example. right now AGMA is
heavily involved in work with ISO to
reconcile differences between ISO and
AGMA gear rating standards. Eventually
we'll get to the point where the ISO and
AGMA standards will be fully compati-
ble with one another.

GT! You've spent more tban SO
years in gear engineering and during
tbat time bave racked up a significant
list of achievements. What work are
you the proudest of?

DD: One of the most important things
to me was the 19 years I was chairman. of
the AGMA Aerospace Gear Committee.
We made great progress, starting out from
some vel)' conflicting viewpoints and
arriving at standards for the very demand-
ing gearing required for the Mercury,
Gemini and Apollo space programs.

I think the other area that's Significant
is my writing. In 1954 McGraw-Hill per-
suaded me to write a book, Practical
Gear Design, which was very well
received by the technical community.
It's been translated into French and
German and was all the market for over
30 years. Now a second edition of my
Gear Handbook has just been translated
into Italian.

Writing technical books is not very
rewarding fmancialily, but in terms of
building relationships with people in the
business, the rewards have been signifi-
cant Your viewpoint 0(1 technical ques-
tions gets known worldwide. Other
engineers are anxious to talk with you
and discuss in depth the latest technical
and business developments, On that
score, I've been very pleased with my
writing career. 0

Tel.Us WUt Ya Dink •. _
If you found this article of Interest and/or
useful, "'88S8 eirel. 211.
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278'0 'WUderlness IPlace'I' IBoulder, Colorado USA Phone (303) 938~9737 FAX 1(303) 447,·113,1

For many years, gear and profile, griinding
machines f!rom KAPP and NilLES have been
recoglnize,d iinternatiionailly as innovaUve,
superi,or quanty pr,oducUon maehlne 'tools. Thlis
recognition iis a resun of highly accurate, r,igiidlly
~o--t.nuct-d; mach'lnes and KAPP-CBING-'nd,'n--c ns e _ _.___ II _ __ _ _ _ rII I 9
TechnologlY·
HIoweverll it takes more than machines and
whee'ls., 'Our success is drive:n by ,excell!en!
se'livice and eenstaat diallogue with our
eustemers, This dia.loglue leads to, continuous
develo'pment 'of KAIPP'·CBNGrinding Techno'logy
and ongoiingl technical research for n,ew
production processes ..
To strenglthenoulr commitment to this ,phUosophy,
and to,lintensiify direct eDntactwiitlh our customers.,
we have establis,hed 'OUlr,ownfa,eility" Kapp,Sal,es
& Se:rvice, in IBoullder,Collorado.
Here,you will find quali;Ji,ed partners, trained to'
r,es,pondi quic'kly and effici:entl,Y to all issues,
r,elated tOIKAIP,p'or NILES machiines" KAPP CBN:·
G~indin'gl'Wheels, and GrilndiingTechnol'ogy.
lin ,addit,ion, Kapp Sales 8. Service maintains a
Ilalrge ilnvento:ry of spare' parts and has a staff 'of
highlly qualified Se'fviic,eTechnicia.ns.
Join the' successfu:1 c'omlpani,es we support and
aUow us to use ,our 'brains' for you. Tbis
investm,entwill provide YOUiandyou,rcomlpany a
futur,e ,of linnovaUon and ileading 'edge technologlY.
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I OC11: ~ tJi :~1:~/NES
BRAND NEW BEAR MACHINES
• _ attractive prices
• imQIdia1:a deflVery 8vaUable
• 18 differentl models of sh8P~ hobbers, shavers,

boners, griitders, hob sharpeners, and inspection
equipment

.. DII" """rd.ReW WIllI flBlJr I118clll"e.

Modell G532-7
32" x 7" Stroke

Gear Shaping Machine
$110.995

Model11'6LM
Flat ILapping Machine
1!6" Diamet'er
$5,'995,

Mode'l GH32-11
Higih P,roduction

Gear Hobber
$54,995
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KishMethod for
D·· f-__etermmation 0-
Hunting Mesh

Jules Kish
hen designing a gear set, engineers usually want the
teeth of the gear (Ng) and the pinion (Np) in a "hunt-

ing" mesh. Such a mesh or combination is defined as

one in which the pinion and the gear do not have any
common divisor by a prime number. H a mesh is "hunting,"

then the pinion must make Np x Ng revolutions before the

same pinion tooth meshes with the same gear space. It is often

easy to determine if a mesh is hunting by first determining if
both the pinion and the gear teeth are divisible by 2, 3, 5, 7,
etc. (prime numbers). However, in this age of computeriza-

tion, how does one program the computer to check for hunting
teeth? A simple al.gorithm is shown below.

Kish Method
(1) Designate the larger number of teeth on the pinion or

gear as Nmax.
(2) Designate the smaller number of teeth. as Nmin.
(3) Find the integer part of the fractional remainder of

Nmax/Nmin as follows:

Nremain = (NNmqx - integer part of Nn~x). Nminmzn - Nmin

(4) IfNremain = I, the mesh is hunting.
IfNremain = 0, the mesh is not hunting.

If Nrema in > 1, then:
Set Nmax ;;;;Nmin,
Set Nmin = Nremain,
Go back to Step (3) and repeat until Nremain = 1 or O.

As an example, consider the following:

Example #1 i Example #2-----------------------------r----------------------------
Np=28,Ng=91 i Np=29,Ng=91

Nmin = 28 : Nmin « 29
Nmax = 91 ! Nmax = 91

I

1 Nremain =(*- 3)29 =4
I
I,,,,,,,,,,
I,

Nremain =(!k- - 3) 28 == 7

Nmin e 'l
Nmax=28

Nmin=4
Nmax=29

Nremain =(~ -7)4 = 1Nremain =(* - 4) 7 = 0

Therefore, the mesh
is not hunting.

Therefore., the mesh
is, hunting.

The Kish method is easily programmed, and checks for

hunting teeth can be performed in the computer. The method
works for any tooth combination, As seen above, each time a

new Nmax and Nmin are set, the fractional remainder becomes
smaller until finallythe remainder is either I or O. 0

Jules Kish has nearly 35 years of experience working on the
design and development of transmissions for Sikorsky Aircraft
Corporation. He holds a MSMEjrom Yale University.
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This Dog Eat Dog World ...
... Productivity and efficiency

ore everything. You need hobs
tIlat perform with superier cecu-
mcy and efficiency ..You need
hobs yeu can rel:y en, day after

day~ to maintain maximum productivity. 'tau needl
I.MI-Fetfe hobs ..

For ,al'mosta c.enrury, II.MT-feJtehobs have pre-
vided a competitive advanfage. IEngineered to meet

your specific manufacturingl requirements, LMI-fetfe
Ihdbs produce the highest quality gears at the fastest
possible rate. And LMJ-Fette hobsare so precise,
efficient and free cutting, they reduoe wear and
tear on your meehines, provide Iionger teel
life and mInImal down-time. In other
words, they'll fake a &;9 "lle out of
operating costs!

I.MT-Felteoffers a wide variety of productivi;ty-
enhancing nabs, induding:
Solid C-orbide H'obs for IDry Mochining

• Maximum Speed: and Productivity
• Cleaner Shop, Parts and Environment

Heo,vy Duty Roughing and Finishingl Hobs
• 2-3 Times raster than Conventional Hobs
• Staggered Teeth for Smoother Operatien

Indexablle Ca~bide I'nsert Hobs
• Reduoed Downtime by EXChanging Pre-set

Segments en Machine
• Carbide lnsert Gmdes tc Match Gear Material
• No iResnarpening

Skive Hobs for Hardened Gears
.' Removes Distortion Fasferthan Grinding
• Use as Pre-grinding lHobs to Reduce Grinding Time

Gash Master Hobs with the .Most Gashes Available
• Faster, More Productive Cyde limes

Gear GashinglCutters
• Rough Machining of Larg,e 'Gears
'. With Bore or End Mil:!Style

Resharpening Services Available

LEITZ METALWORKING T:ECHNOLOGY GROUP

laGHLIERIII' • FIEIIE • KIIE,NINO!EI.

3l2s-! NI, 1126J11, '51.. IROOIFIEJ.II:. WlSOONSIN53005- PHON!: ,800-225-0852 - (0:414-713·5043
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t isn't for everyone, but ...

.

Withi.n. th.e . iDst.al1ed.. b~e Of. m..00..em
, CNC gear profile grinding machines

I

_ (approximately 542 machines worldwide),
grinding from the solid isn't frequent, but a growing
number of gear profile grinder users are applying it.
successfully using CBN-plated wheels,

One U.S. East Coast manufacturer of large
gears disposed of 22 older wet and dry, single-
index generating grinders (Hofiers, Niles, and
Maags) and replaced them with two new 100"
CNC-controlled Pfauter proftie grinders, which
use plated, single-layer, nondressable CBN
wheels. Part of the throughput increase enjoyed by
this manufacturer came from processing all
through-hardened parts by grinding from the solid.

Gears have been ground from the solid, either
in the soft or hardened condition, for a variety of
applications for over ten years. Most of these
applications were developed through the efforts
of Kapp, a manufacturer of CBN-plated wheels
and CNC profile grinding machines up to 500
mm capacity, and of Pfamer, a manufacmrer of
cn -plated wheels and CNC profile grinding
machines up to 4000 mID or Larger.

In Figs. 1-4, a double helical planetary set
with 28° helix. angle, 2 ..35" face width, 5.4978 DP
and 25° PA gear elements was ground complete-
ly from the solid inthe soft state, then finished on
the same machine in the hardened slate. In the
mid-I980s, grinding from the solid was alreadya
production process for the 9.6 DP; internal helical
shown in Fig. 5. The internal/external set of higb
helix angle gears shown in Fig. 6 were ground
from the solid in the soft state before frnish:ing in
the hardened state. Jnthe aircraft industry a vari-
ety of gear fonn, threads and splines have been
ground from the solid since 1985, using non-
dressahle CBN-pLated wheels.

What's The Appeal?
Gear profile grinding, particularly with plated

CBN wheels on modern CNC form grinding
machines, is about 30 times faster than Maag dry
grinding. about 10-12 times faster than index
generating grindingccompetitive with threaded
wheel grinding and on some medium pitch

Profile Grinding Gears From
The Solid ... Is It Practical?

Brian W. ,Clufl

Planetary Gear Set Data

Planet gear: Double helical, 28" HA, 37 teeth. 5.5 DP, 25° PA. 2.350 FW.

Ring gear: Double helical, 28" HA, 117 teeth, 5.5 DP, 25" PA. 2.350 FW.

Sun Gear: Double helical. 28" HA, 43 teeth, 5.5 DP, 25" PA, 2.590 FW.

Sun Gear Internal Spline: Spur, 48 teeth. 7.5 DP, 14.5° PA, 2.750 FW.

Ring Gear External Spline: Spur, 200 teeth, 7.5 DP. 22.5° PA, .5450 FW.

Grinding Time From
Solid in Soft Stale

330 min.
980 min.
380 min.

Grinding Time After
Heat Treatment r-----------,

41 min.
156 min.
68 min.

Planet Gear
Ring Gear
Sun Gear
Sun Gear
Internal Spline 1.30min.

Ring Gear
External Spline 80 min 22 min.I~::':::'::::"''::'::~_''::::':::~-========~

Fig. 1- P1an.etarygear set, ground from tbe solid\ using non-dressable CBN plated wheels.

82 min.

F:ig.. 2 - Pfauter CNC profile ;grinding machine with
internal grillliing arm and 58 mm diameter CON-plated:
grtnding wheel for grinding Il7·tooth, Internal double
helical gear des!:ribed in Fig. 1.

IFig.3 - Layout of intemal grinding setup for 117-tooth, internal double bdiw gear;
Noh~ the location otthegrinding arm position on the grinding head ...There are three pas-
sibleposttlons tn mount the arm, depending on the workpiece geometry.
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through-hardened gears, 2.5 times faster than
bobbing and finish grinding.

The additional ability of the larger (above 400
mm) profile grinding machines to measure and
document the stock envelope to be removed
before grinding and to measure and evaluate the
finished ground gear on the machinehas signifi-
candy increased the productivity and efficiency
of large grinders. On one-meter and larger profile
gear grinders, the integrated measuring system
feature can mean, that the grinder enjoys 3-4 times
more actual grinding hours than machines with-
out the feature, This additional productivity
depends on local plant off-machine measuring
practices, queue times and re-setup times.

Some users state (and have closely held data to
back up their statements) that the quality and the
grinding signature of profile grinding with CBN-
plated wheels provides them with the best per-
forming, smoothest running. longest lived gears
of all the grinding processes. One manufacturer
oftransmissions says profile grinding with CBN-
plated wheels allows him to warranty the trans-
mission longer (han transmissions ground by
other processes.

Some users who finish near-net forged gears
have found the process of CBN-plated wheel pro-
file grinding capable of removing large near-net
stock envelopes faster than the two-step pregrind

hobbing and finish grinding process. Fig. 7 shows
a dual wheel setup for finishing a 3.5 DF gear
with 4.0 mm of stock: per flank in a single revolu-
tion of the gear.

When it comes down to purchasing an addi-
tional pregrind hobbing or shaping machine,
many manufacturers who presently use modem
CNC profile grinding machines are giving the
alternative process of grinding from the solid a
second look-particularly if it means saving on
the purchase of capital equipment and the elimi-
nation of steps in the process which require addi-
tional direct labor.

Wby Prome Grinding Instead
of Generating Grinding?

Form grinding is a single index process where
the grinding wheel bas the form of the tooth
space, or tooth. flanks •.and grinds the space in one
operating step before indexing to the next tooth
space. If single-layer, CBN-plated wheels are
used, the profile is fixed on the wheel. If dress-
able media wheels are used, the profile is dressed
onto and. maintained on the wbeel during the
grinding cycle.

For large gears (800 mm and above in diame-
ter), traditional index generating grinding is a sin-
gle indexing, single flank generating process

Fig•.4 - Layout of 'e:tternal grinding setup for 200-tooth, external dng gear spllne
shown In Fig.!. Note thelocatlon ofthe gr:inding arm positlon on the grin.ding head rel~··
atlve to Fig. 3. 'J1l1eann has been rotated for external grinding. Tile internal spur and
helical :grinding bead can be used. with properly deslgnedarms, for d.oing b.oll'I,lnternal
and external work.

Fig, 5 - Pfauter CNC profile grinding machine with
taternal arm and single layer, non-dressable CBN wheel
grinding a 124·lo.oth, 9.6 DP, 2.650 FW mternal helical
gear from 'the solid in 7.5minutes.

Fig. 6 - High helix angle internal and external gears ground from the solid with Ingle
layer, non-dressable eBN plated wheels.
where the Hank of the grinding wheel has only
point contact on the flank of the workpiece tooth.
To produce the final tooth profile. the grinding
wheel must make several grinding strokes per
tooth flank to create the enveloping cut which
generates the profile.

Profile grinding efficiently creates a full line
contact with the desired workpiece flankts), pro-
vi.ding

1. Higher metal removal ratesthan index gen-
erating grinding:

2. Simpler motion kinematics than index gen-
erating grinding;

3. A workpiece-dedicated wheel profile.

B~ian 'W. C:luff
is Vice President at

repeatable from setup to setup.
AmericaJI Pfauter Limited
Partnership. wiles Park. II...
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Fig.7- Near·nftfo.rcged.
gear with 4,0 mm stock per
Dank, 43 teeth, 3.5 DP,20·
PA, 5.0" .FW, Ibeinglinished
ground lin the soft state
using a dual set of CBN-
plated grinding wheels.
Time to complete, 2·11mla-
utes, One' CBN wheel
roughs, the stock while the
fi.ner grit CON wheel finish-
esthe tooth. This same part
can be finisb ground from a
pregriod bobbed state in 10
minutes (,15 mm stock per
Dank), hut the combined
pregrlnd hobbing and fin-
ish grinding process con-
sumes 38 minutes of
machine time, plus part
Iha.ndling and duplicate
'I.ooling,

Fig. 8 - CNC 2·uis inte-
grated dressing unit ona
Pfauter 1600 mm profile

Fig. 9 - Orion 2•.axis CNC dresser for dressing pro.lile grinding wheels olf she machine.
Used commonly with dressahle CBN media and SG media.

22 GEAR TECHNO~O(lV

Modem CNC profile grinding machines for
gears offer a variety of practical shop solutions
for increasing producti vity, reducing work in
progress, increasing the number of inventory
turns, reducing scrap and direct labor and improv-
ing overall quality, Mmy of the available CNC
profile grinding machines offer

1. Integrated dressing units capable of dress-
ing any of taeevailable wheel media using dia-
mond dressing wheels (see Fig. 8);

2. Stand-alone dressing units for dressing
seeded gel (SO) wheels and CBN-dressable
wheels off the machine (Fig. 9);

3. The capability of using any commercially
available CBN-plated wheel;

4. Integrated stock envelope measuringand
documentation (Fig. 10);

5. Final finished gear measuring and evaluation;
6. Internal and external gear and fonn gri:ndi.ng

capability;
7. Grinding from the solid capability.
Profile grinding on modem CNC machines

with the latest grinding media and techniques
have elevated gear grinding to a new performance
level The gear industry worldwide, in general,
has been slow to recognize the capabilities of this
old, bUI very new method of processing gears.
The installed base OJ new profile grinding
machines has elevated. the competitive level of
play in the gear industry, and companies wishiog
to remain competitive are no longer ignoring the
profile grinding process.

Wb.ytbe Reluctance?
There is a worldwide gear manufacturing par-

adigm block. when considering finisihgrinding
gears 500 mm or larger. This paradigm is often
expressed by repeating the followinggeneral mis-
conceptions:

1. Gear grinding is too slow and expensive.
2..Because it is slow, grinding putsa bottle-

neck. in production,
3..It requires comparably sized,expensive,

stand-alone analytical. gear inspectien equipment.
4. It's inefficient. The grinder sits idle while

the workpiece gets inspected.
5. It's labor intensive, requiring ahigh skill

level among operators.
But the fact is, four key developments in

grinding media, process technique, integrated
measurement and software development have
made profile grinding of gears of all sizes
extremely efficient.

Grinding media. The pioneering efforts of the
Kapp Company of Coburg, Germany, using CBN
replatable, non-dressahle profile grinding wheels
have made profilegrinding a productive, precise,
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- Micropbolog;ra.-
pby of a CBN-plated fonn
wheel showing the nickel
bonded CBN crystals !!I1d
the degree of exposure of
the CBN for CI!.tling. Photo
courtesy of Kapp.

Fig. U - Mag.niljed v.iew
,of ch:ipsproduced by CBN
mlcromachlnlng, Photo
'CO!Ll1esy,or Kapl'.

Fig. 14 - Magnified view
of chips produced by an
aluminum oxlde wbed.
Photo courtesy of Kapp.
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Fig .. WO- Integrated measu ring probe on a Pfauter 1200
mm profile grinding machine grinding bead. The probe
is, used to establish Ute angular position. of the gear rela-
·Uve to the stock envelope condition on the workpiece and
to. inspect the finish gromld gear.

Fig. ll-View of Pfauter'-Winter CBN'plated wbeels.
The profile incorporated into the base body is defined
illy a CAD system which takes into eonslderatlonthe
quality of the profile to be achieved on the workpiece
and the thickness or the layer of CBN crystal,

repeatable and economic process for finishing
gears,

Process tec1rniq.ue.. What is unique about the
Kapp process is that it uses a non-dressable, but
replatable CBN wheel (Fig. 11). The wheel body
is made from thermally stable ball bearing steel
ground to a geometrically precise form on a 2-
axis CBN grinder and then plated electrolytically
with a. single, uniform, preselected size CBN
crystal layer. The bonding medium for the CBN is
nickel. Roughly half the CBN particles are
exposed for cutting (Fig. ]2). No bond dearing is
necessary. No wheel dressing is necessary. Wheel
bodies can be stripped and replaced indefinitely.

CBN. known by its trade name of Borazon", has
been applied to many types of grinding. As applied
by Kapp, CBN is a micro machining process more
akin. to milling than grinding. The nickel bonded
particles on the Kapp form wheel are like !he cutting

edges of microscopic milling cutter inserts. When
magnified, chips produced by CBN form microma-
chilling with a Kapp wheel look like milling cutter
chips with a characteristic comma shape (Fig .. B).

These chips dramatically differ from those produced
by aluminum oxide wheel grinding, where the 'chips
are non-uniform (Fig. 14). Single-layer CBN wheels
are 3,000-4,000 times more wear resistant than alu-
minum oxide wheels.

CBN is free cutting, It does not cause burning,
since the heat goes into the chip. The thennal
conductivity of CBN compared to aluminum
oxide is 46 to 1. Using CBN, about 4% of the heat
generated goes into the workpiece. With alu-
minum oxide wheels, about 63% of the heat goes
into the workpiece. The temperature of the chips
as produced by CBN is typically 500-550°. Chip
temperature as produced by aluminum oxide
wheels is typically 800-950°. Several users have
reported that it leaves Significantly lower residual
stresses than does vitrified wheel grinding,

Because theform ofthe profile to be ground is
in the wheel, even alter dozens of replatings, gear
accuracies from lot size to lot size are significant-
ly more repeatable than by dressable methods.

11ltegrated measurement. The integration of
measuring into the gear grinding machine was
inevitable. As CNC was applied to large, highly
stable machine platforms for grinding applications,
and with the accuracies demanded of grinding, it
became apparent tfuat the controls, axes resolutions
and repeatabilities, feedback methods, machine
kinematics and even some of the hardware was
identical or very similar to the same devices used
on tand-alone gear inspection equipment. It was
logics] to inspect on the machine because in large
gear grinding, inspection and re-setup, which are
often done 3 or 4 times, represent a large percent-
age of the time to produce the finished gear.

Software. Sophisticated software is now avail-
able that can align the heat treated teeth of tile gear
(including distortions) for uniform stock removal;
measure and document the minimu.m and maximum
amount of stock for removal; align, grind and mea-
sure double helicals in a single setup with precise
apex alignment; determine cost-effective use of
media though a combination of wheel inventory
management programs and tool life programs; pre-
determine the grinding time based on wheel media
and grinding method and store grinding programs
on desktop or laptop computers. These programs
have eliminated. the variables that read to cost over-
runs on large gear grinding. For example, the inte-
grated measuring system feature for aligning Ihe
gear teeth allows the operator to, measure before
grinding several selectable teeth around the gear



along the lead to determine the mean. amount of
stock and the minimum and the maximum amounts
of stock. A screen display (see Fig. J5)how the
operator whether or not he will be able to gond the
gear relative t.o the inpm size 'tolerance over pins
dimension; that is to "clean up" to that pin dimen-
sion before he even starts to grind. Similarly, 011

double helieals, depending on the grinding stock
left, the operator can determine beforeibe start of
grinding whether or not the apex lie within the
allowed! tolerance band for c1eannp.

What the e improvements have led to is a
growing number of large gear producers who are
applying the profile grinding method using:

a. Single layer, replatable C-BN wheels rough-
ing and finishing soft. or hardened gears,

b. Single layer, replatable C8N wheels rough-
ing andfinishing soft. and through-hardened gears
from the solid.

c. FuU form wheels for grinding full form for
better tooth strength,

d. eBN-plaled grinding wbeel for recurring
smal.llot productionand dres able wheels for low
lot production.

e. Wheel saver programs to control wheel inven-

tory and maximize wheel usage
f. Media selection program to select the low-

est cost option for production lot sizes on an
annual. basis. (See Fig. 16).

g. Special software for measuring before
grind:ing, to angularly position the gear to remove
uniform stock,

h. Special software 10 determine apex align-
ment on double helical gears 'based on measured
stock envelope,

The combination of chese developmen in a sin-
gle profile grinding machine creates a powerful
machine tool, compared to older processesand
machine, that helps companies process high qual·
ity gears profitably, keep their competitive edge and
achieve the advantages of innovatiOD.O

References:
:Cluff, Brian W. Gear Process Dynamics. 1992,

Chapter 13 pp.219·221.
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floor ready
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I
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.where in a gear
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I arbor
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control at the gear cutting
machine - saV:ing repeated trips
to the inspection lab for checks
on production eq,uipment and
tooling.
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_------------- TECHNICALCALIENDA!R

.AGM_A 1iRAININ'G PROGFtA-'MS
May 8-'9. Gear Failure Anal)' is.

This two-day eminar will be taught by
80b Errichelloand held at the Sacajewa
Inn. Three Forks, MT.

The AGMA 1i"ainjo,g School for
Gear Manufacturing is held at Daley
College, Chicago. lL. This one-week
course is designed for employees with a
least six. months' experience in setup or
machine operation, and it covers setup,
gear in pection, gear calculation and

basic gearing principles. The curriculum
include both classroom and hands-on
training in bobbing. hapingand inspec-
tion. The remaining sessions for [997 are
scheduled for June 16-20, Sept •.22=26
and Nov. 17-2l.

The Hob Sharpening Workshop is
also held at Daley College. It is a ,CwO-

day course with both classroom and
hands-on training in hob sharpening
basics. grinding and whee] dressing"
etup, inspection and sharpening helical

ros CELA,KO'VIICE
GEAR HOBBliNG AND SHAPING MACHIINIES

Gear Hobbing' ,Machine, ModeJ OFA 32 R

ros CEI..AKOVICE offers Gear
Hobbing and Shaping ma.chines
in manual and eNC versions. The
machines accept wo.~Kpiece
diameters rangingl from 6'''~.27''and
are sultab'lef;or 'single'piece and
batch production.

The Gear Hobblng machines are
capable of precision hobbing ,of
external' spur and helical gears,
sprocKet wheels, and worml
wheels using the radial and
tangential methods, ,and spline
shafts and other profiled
components using the ,generating
method.

Features include:
• Static and dynamic rigidity
• Automatic work cycles
-Infinitely variable hob speeds
- Hydraulic clamping cylinder
• Capability of conventional and

climb milling
• Re peat hob cuttin 9J

The Gear Shaping machines are
,designed to shape~,e)jemal and
internall spur and helical gears·,
sprocK.et wheels, gear segments,
racks, clutches, cams and other
profiled components. in the,
generating method.

Features include:
• Hydrostatic ram spindle, bearingl
• Automatic work cycles
•.Infinitely variable double strokes,

and circular feeds
• Optlon of radial plunge cut or

radial p'lunge cut with ronil1g
• Selectable cutting cycles -

For more information write, ,phone, or fax:

WMW Machinery Company. Inc'E-
West Nya~.~:N~~~;4I· ·1
POOne: (914) 3M-3330 '.

Fa.; (91~J,3M·2378

-----

- -----

flute hobs. Remaining cIa es for ]997
are scheduled for JUDI!' 26-27 and Aug.
7-8. For more information. contact
Susan Fenlle sat AcGMA. Phone 703-
684-0211 or fax. 703-684-0242.

SME EDIIJCATIONAL EVENITS
Ma.), 6, Fundamentals of Honi.ng,

Troy; Ml. May 21, Modem Grinding
Technology, Springfield. MA. May 12,
Preliminary Gear Design Development
Course: Where Do You Begin? Taught
by Ray Drago; May 13-14 Advanced
Gear Processing and Manufacturing
Conference. Indianapolis. [N. June 3,
International Advanced Gear Process-
ing and Manufacturing. Indianapolis. IN.
These popular cour es on gear manu-
facturing and design subjects fill up
early. so register now . Phone SME at
313-271-1500 or fax 313-240-8254.

OTHER: IEVIENTS
May 14-16. MicmcompU1er App-

lications in Parallel Axis Gear Design &
Analysis. University of Wisconsin
Milwaukee Center for Continuing
Engineering Education. This course pro-
vides, a framework for engineers and oth-
ers who specify, use or design gears to
learn how to solve parallel axis gear
design and analysis problems with
microcomputers, Instructor: Ray Drago.
Call Valerie Jordan at 414-227-3]67 or
800-638-] 828.. Information about the
Center is also available at lV'WW. uwm
.eduIDeptfCCEE.

June 16-19.. MJcad Expo t97 ..
Pennsylvania Convention Center, Phil-
adelphia. PA. This conference win fea-
ture 27 three-hour tutorials and seven
eminars and panel discussions on

CAD/CAM/CAE solution for mechani-
cal engineering, design, collaborarive
engineering. solid modeling. rapid proto-
typing and product. data management.
Contact Pat Smith at AfFjC Systems
lnternadonal, Inc. 415 Eagleview Blvd.
#I06, Exton. PA 19341-H53. Phone
800-45]-1196. fax. 610-458·7171 or go
to lutp:IIl'.'WW.aecsys,tem.s.com for infor-
mation on the Inl.emet.O

Tell Us What You Thillk ...
If you found this article of interest andlor
useful. please circle 215..
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_------------llfECHNICALifOCUS-------------
Eddy Current Examination

of Gear Systems
This nondestroctivel testing method cen save time and labor.

'Chriistopher E. Colllins

onde truetive exami-
nation ,(NDE) _of fer-.
reus and nonferrous
marertata ha long

proved an effective mainte-
nance and anomaly charac-
terization mol for many
indu trie . Recent research
h expanded its applicabili-
ty to include the in pection
of large, open gear drives ..
Difficulties inherent in other
NDE methods make them
time-consuming and labor-
inten ive, They also present
the u er with the environ-
mental. problem of the dis-
po al of u ed oil. The 'eddy
CUHen,[ method addresses
these problems.

Nondestructive examina-
tion i the in pection of an
object or material in a man-
ner that doe not impnir i[S
future usefulne . The ferm,
.fit and function of the test
piece or material are not
damaged by the examina-
tion. Standard NDE tech-
nique currently available for
detection of : mace flaw in
gear ynem include dye
penerrams, magnetic parti.cle
examination and pecialized
ultrasonic procedure . A list
of the five major NDB field
technique and a brief
description of each method
is found in Table 1.

The magnetic particle
examination melllod is Com-

manly used to detect surface
flaws in the' tooth roots in
gear sy tern . This technique,
while simple to perform. i
very complex. because of tile
number of variables that
must be con idered, Does the
inspector u e wet or dry
media? Vi ible or fluorescent
magnetic particles? Is proper
fighting !Ivail.a'ble for the
technique being u ed? Is the
test material completely
dean (lubricant free)-an
absolute necessity in the
magnetic particle and dye
penetrant method ?

Eddy Curnml: T,esUng
Principles

Eddycurrent examination
is ba ed on the process of
electromagnetic induction.
Alternating current flowing
through a coil produces a
magnetic field (primary mag-
netic field). If a conductive
'test piece i placed in do e
proximity to the coil, the
changing magnetic field
induce a currern in the test
piece. The induced. electro-
magnetic field provides for
eddy current .flow.

The now of eddy currents
depend on numerous van-
ables related to te t piece
propertie and the electronic
characteristics of the te t
equipment. As 'eddy currents
flow, they genera.te their own
magnetic field (secondary

Table 1 - The Five Major N,ondestructive
Examination Techniques

Ultrasonic Enmin.tion. Most ultrasonic testing cencemrates on
the interior of the component. The most common method is to use
a transducer 10 send ultrasonic vibrations through the test object
The transducer converts electrical signals, senl from an oscillo-
scope, into ultrasonic vibrations. lntsrier defects show up in the
sound waves reflected back to the transducer. The transducar
converts the sound energy beck to an 'electrical Signal lor displav
on the oscilloscope. Examiningl a weld or component can be quick
and economical, butlhe skill of the inspector, coupled Wllh the
expense of his training and equipment, is a limillng factor.

Eddy ,CurTlnl Ex.minllriDn. Eddy current r,esting uses an IIlternat-
ing magnetic field to induce small electric currents in 'the compo-
nent being exammed. These currents are affected by surface Dr
slightly sub-surface abnormalities in the components. Defect indi-
cations appear onU1e instrument CRT. EddV current testing is lim-
ited to conductive materials. Care must be taken to, aYOId false
indications dUB to part geometry or permeability \I riations lIerro-
magnetic materials).

M,Ign.ric PlIl1iel. Examinarion. The magneuc particle eKamina-
tion technique detects surface and slightly sua-surtaea indica-
tions. While providing a mag,netizing force over a test area of the
component, the inspector sprays a suspension of colorized iron fil-
ings (either dry' or wet fluorescent) Within tha magnetized area.
The iron filings align themselves along the artificial. magnetic field
created by any defects. The process is simple 10 use and some
methods do not require extensive training. The test. surface should
be completely cleaned belore a,pplying the magnetic particles.
Many components require demagnification after testing.

t.i'luld P"n"tmnt Examination. Penetr nts detect surface flaws by
permeating cracks or pores. A small amount of penetrant is
applied to B test area. Alter a speCified "dwell time" has elapsed,.
the penetrant IS removed from the surface. A blotter-like develop-
er is applied over the test surfac,a. The developer draws excess
penelrant tram the detects. The ~enetrant is either a colorlnat
contrasts strongly against the component background, or it is fluo-
rescent. Although simple to use. penetrants con miss defects if
the surtsce IS not adequately cleaned or the flaw is obstructed
with smeared metal.

R.diDIII,'pfJic E1Clmin,tiDft. Rac:liography employs X-ra'(s or
gamma rays 10 penetrate the test objecL h displays a permanent
picture 01 the test object's interior on radlog raphic film.
Radiographic limitations include, the need for adequate compo·
nent geometry. strict security of the test area and time to deyelop
and interpret the test film. Radiographic exammers require exten-
sive tra ining.
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Eddy Currents

'f,ig.1- EddV current flow.

1.0

.... One Standard Depthf ,",",""',"Eddy Current Density

0.37

0·----
2 3 4

Depth of Interest/Depth of Penetration (HAD)

Fig. 2 - Depth 'of ,penetr,ation of eddy current flow.

Table 2 - Eddy Current Examination fmmu1las

One standard depth of penetration in inches: S = 1.98 '/lp/ll"f!,)]

where: p = resistivity in rntcrc-chrn-centimenters (f!ilcm)
f =testfrequency in Hertz 1Hz)
fl.,= magnetic permeability relative to air

(dimensionless)

For non-ferromagnetic materials, magnetic permeability is
co nsta nt rIl,= 1),

therefore: <') '" 1.98,f(p71j

Phase Diagram Construction:

Inductive reactance (Imaginary component) in ohms:
XL'" 21[*I"L

where: f=lest frequency in Hertz (Hz)
L = coif inductance in Henrys (H)

f1'" Hesistance in ohms (real component)

\1
I

I

z

e
"'------R

Initial coil impedance: Z= -J{Xt)2 + (11)2

Phase lag: e" arctan (X/II)
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5

Nonferromagnetics tioa is
Eddy current examination S = 1.98 ~[P/cr/lr)]

of nonferremagnetic materi- For ai.r and nonmagnetic
als is common. Alloys of materials the magnetic per-

magnetic field), which op-
poses tile primary magnetic
field (See Fig. 1).

Distortions in the sec-
ondary magnetic field creat-
ed by surface or sub-surface
flaws change the impedance
of the coil. The eddy current.
test equipment senses these
differences and displays the
changes 011 an oscilloscope
CRT, strip chart or other dis-
play recording device.
Electrical conductivity dif-
ferences between flaw
(cracks) and the homoge-
neous area of the test piece
allow the inspector to utilize
the eddy current equipment
for flaw detection.

aluminum, titanium, copper
and nickel are inspected reg-
ularly in aerospace power
generation, chemical and
petrochemical application .
Good candidates for eddy
current testing include air-
craft components and steam
generator/chiller tubes. Eddy
current examination is also
used for alloy sorting, hard-
ness testing, corrosion detec-
tion and coating thickness
evaluation ..

Magnetic permeability of
nonferromagnetic materials
is assumed to be constant,
allowing one to accurately
perform phase analysis cal-
culations. These calculations
allow the technician to accu-
rately determine inspection
parameters such as coil
impedance, phase angle and
eddy current penetration
depth, The eddy current
probe's test frequency, the
magnetic permeability of the
test material and its electrical
conductivity values are char-
acteristics affecnngthe den-

sity of tile eddy currents
throughout the test part.
Eddy currents are more
den e near the test coil.

This concentration of
eddy currents at the test
piece surface is defined as
the "skin effect." As the
eddy currents are generated
in tile test specimen, tile cur-
rent density decreases expo-
nentiajly. One standard
depth of penetration is
defined as the depth at
which the eddy currents
entering the test piece are
reduced to approximately
37% of those at the surface
(Fig. 2). The formula for one
standard depth of penetra-

meability is constant (see
Table 2). Therefore,

8 = 1.98 ~(plj).
Inductive reactance i the

opposition, independent of
resistance of a coil to the
flow of alternating current
By using the formula for
inductive reactance (assum-
ing the reacti ve component
is imaginary), Xl. = 2n*j'*L,.
and the given resistance for
the test piece (assuming the
resistive component is real),
a phase diagram, such as the
one hown in Table 2, can
be constructed.

From the phase diagram
(impedance graph) .. the
coil's initial impedance and
phase lag can be calculated.

z:: -J(xy + (R)2

a:: Arctan (X/R)
The difference in eddy

current. densities from the
surface to the interior of the
test material is known as
phase lag. After performing
these calculations, the in-
spector can be aware of all
of tile parameters and can
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accuratelyperform the exam-
ination on nonterromagaetic
materials. Knowing die exact
location of 'the eddy currents
is crucial when performing
an examination on steam
generator/chiller tubes.

Ferrumagnetics
Ferromagnetic materials

have long been considered
"off limits" 'to eddy current
examination because of ran-
dom magnetic permeability
change . These permeability
variance in ferromagnetic
materials make ordinary
phase analysis difficult unless
the material is magnetically
saturated. Without saturation •
permeability variances could
create signals that mask dis-
continuity signals.

Magnetization theory
states thatpenneabitlity CM. be
made relatively constant by
saturating the material with an
independent magnetizing
force. H" the test piece is com-
pletely saturated, magnetic
permeability can be consid-
ered constant. This would
allow for phase analysis cal-
culatlonsand an accurate
eddy current examination.
The inability to completely
saturate large ferromagnetic
components and then demag-
netize them after the exarnina-
tion isa major reason why
,eddy current examinatio»
tecl'mologies have not been
aggressively utilized for ferro-
magnetic materials=especial-
Iy for field applications in the
gear industry.

Eddy current examination
of ferrous materials is also
known as magneto-inductive
t.esting. This type of NDE
uses the induced electric cur-
rent as the source of the mag-
netic field. For the gearexam-
ination procedure. only the

Electromagnetic tech-
niques are most sensitive to
the test material, variables,
nearest the test coil due to
the "skia effect." The "skin
effect" :is the product of the
mutual interaction of the
eddy currents, the selected
test frequency, the test mate-
rial' electrical conducti vily
and its magnetic penneability.
Changes in coil impedance
created by surface (and
slightly sub-surface) flaws in
tile vicinity of the eddy cur-
rent probe are detected and
displayed on theeddy current
CRT. Unlike the case with
tubing applications, where
interior defects are scruti-
nized, Littleattention is devot-
ed to internal di continuities.
Magnetic permeability vari-
ances are still a difficulty, but
they aredramaticaUy reduced
by the effective utilizatiolll of
the "skin effect" phenome-
non. Since the inspection is
magneto-inductive (the mag-
netic field i derived from
inducedelectrical current), ~1l0

residual magnetic fields
remain once the examination
is completed.

Development,
During the Iate [980s,

Steven W. Pogue, an NDE
lab manager. developed the
eddy current gear examina-
han system to inspect large
diameter, open lubricant
gear. These gears were in
service on large capacity
draglines and!stripping shov-
els i.1'I the surface mi.ning
industry. Min.e personnel
wanted to e tablish .81 quanti-
tative NDE technique with-
out sacrificing production.
Magnetic particle examma-
tion of large gear systems
was not feasjble, Removal of
high-tack open gear lubricant

induced.currents at or near the for the sake of an inspection
surface are interpreted. was a chore not readily

mailto:diglit@erinet.com
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undertaken by maintenance
workers.

Because of the history of
'the nature and type of actual
gearlooth failures, the tooth
root area along the entire
face width of each tooth and
both ide edges becamethe
target area for the inspection.
Upper flank. pitch point and
upper face areas of each
tooth were not focused on
because of difficulties with
wear (pitting. spalhng and
metal push), Because eddy
current technology sense
homogeneous changes in the
test material near the probe.
indications 'produced by
tooth wear conditions would
be too numerousto interpret.

In early 1989. improve-
mentin the design of probes
all owed them to retain their
required sensitivity and be
usable in pile of lip to .25"
of lubrication on the gears.
Research and development
progressedat local mine ,
and by the fan of 1989 the
system was ready for use.

The eddy current gear
examination ystem for large
gears consi is of a porrable
eddy current machine, propri-
elary canning probe, vari-
'OI.lS cab:les, scrapers. cleaner
(solvent for initial cleaning
and noncblorinated for final
cleaning) and protective
clothing. A portable magnetic

magnetic particles are recom-
mended! for :flaw verification.
Thi "double orting" is <II

common. practice in nonde-
tructive examination.

Eddy ,Current
Examination

The procedure begins by
removing compacted lubrica-
tion from the tooth roots
using a root. scraper that
closely conforms to twice the
fillet rndius of 'the gear teeth.

Lubrication is also scraped
from the Iace width side
edges. The teeth are num-

bered for documentation and
repeatability .. If possible. sta-
Lio.Dary' reference points are
used for reporting. Then, if
they are acce sible, the side
edges of the teeth are scan-
ned. They 3I'e ala inspected
for flaws extending from
looth roots. It is advisable 10
follow the contour of the
tooth when scarming.

Two types of failure
modes exist when fatigue
cracks are detected in gear
tooth roots. The most com-
mon mode attempts to. split
the gear band. Crack: prop a-
gati.on ina rooth-to-touth
pattern ( hearing teeth from
the band) has also been regu-
larly documented. Fot:lowing
the tooth contour will detect.
either failure mode.

Once the side edges have
been inspected, the tooth. root
inspection follows. The
process. begin by selecting
the proper size root scan
probe. It is important to
choose a probe diameter that
clo ely matches the fillet
radius of the gear teeth. If the
proper size probe is not avail-
able. multiple passes UItrough
the tooth root. paying close
attention to the flank/root
junction areas of each tooth.
are recommended.

The scanning takes place
by moving the probe at a
controlled pace throughout
the entire face width of the
root being scanned (see F.ig.
3). If the remaining lubricant
in the roots is very tacky.
commercial lubricant is
applied in the roots to help
move the probe. At least two
passes through the root are
made to insure proper cover-
age .. ]f no indications (elec-
tronic ignal that point to

years"
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IFig. 5,-An NDE teebnician Iperforms a :sids,face IcaDi of a,IITIsli gear" An
indicatioDi signal is displaved 'onl the eddy ,current inmument (triggilling tile
I aad for fwther evalu tion; iii.!B!~-dou'bI8' sorting1.
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the existence of flaws)
appear onthe eddy current
instrument, the inspection.
proceeds 1,0 the next tooth
root. The examination ends
when all accessible tooth
roots have been inspected.

When a phase hift indica-
tion appears 011 the eddy cur-
rent instrument CRT (see Fig.
4), the inspection is halted for
indication evaluation. The
defect area is pinpointed using
communication between the
technician running 'the probe
and the technician imerpreting
the instrument, The precise
area is cleaned using solvents
and scanned again. ITthe indi-
cation disappears, the inspec-
tion continues.

The disappearing indica-
tiO.11 phenomenon is usually
callsed by metal flake com-
pacted in the remaining
lubrication. The eddy current
instrument eases a change
in magnetic permeability cre-
ated by the metal flake and
produces an indication sig-
nal. If the indication remains
after reexamination, further
evaluation is nece sary. The
suspected area. i cleaned
using a commercial, 0011-

chlorinated cleaner. and a
magnetic particle examine-
tion is performed. Indication
areas are documented (see Fig,
5). Shear (transverse) wave
ultra onics can sometimes
determine the depth of the
flaw at the client's request.
The defect depth evaluation
usually take placeefter the
eddy current examination is
completed.

Practical Examinations
Much initial work i:1I eddy

current testing was done on
mining equipment. Large
open gearing applications
(swing racking or bull gears
and their corresponding drive
pinions, for example) were

targeted. Flaws ranging from
minor cratches and pits to
severe cracks were detected.

In early 1'992, 'the steel
and aluminum roUing mill
industries began toadept
eddy current techniques.
Covers were removed from
oil-bathed gearboxes, expos-
ing multiple gears for exami-
nation. Indication . of flaws
have been found in the tooth
roots of large bull gears and
double-helical, high-speed
pinions. Eddy current tests
have also been performed in
roughing and finishing mm
stands, shear drive boxes and
vertical edger assemblies.
Oirindi ag mill (ball. rod,
autogenous and semi-autnge-
aous) and rotary kiln ring
gears (spur design) are very
similar to the gears found in
the mining industry ..These
are the applications for
which the eddy current gear
exarninaaion system was
designed. Fi.ndings from
these inspections parallel
those f:romother industries.

The Time It Takes
Gear inspection time is

directly proportional to the
number o,r indications en-
countered. depending heavi-
lyon the time it takes to
clean suspected areas and
perform the magnetic parti-
cle examination. The in-
spection pace is very rapid
on gears that are in good
condition, A large ring gear
(four segments, open lubri-
cation .. 38' outer diameter ..
26.5" face width,and 448
teeth) in service on a semi-
autogenous rom was, com-
pletelyexamined in eight
hours, lIl'c1ucling time for
cleaning all equipment. No
significant indications of
flaws were detected,

In another case, dur:ing
one eight-hour shift. a. min
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was taken affline,. one cover j usually nat completed all
was removed, [he gear was llarge gearing appli.cal:iolls to
inspected (with little help ~ the extent recommended by
from maintenance personnel) ~ the manufacturer. By per-
and the cover reinstalled. I. forming an eddy current

Obviously, when flaws " examination, engineering
are detected, the process ~and maintenance per onnel
takes longer. For example, i can be aware of potential
the i.nspecti.oll of a ring gear : problems quickly (usually
installed on a medium size j within eight to. ten hours).
mining shovel (one-piece j An enormous amount of
construction. open lubrica- man-hour savings, coupled
lion, 1.9' outer diameter, with increased production,
13.5 H face width and l S4 can be achieved by imple-
teeth) tockapproximately 1.0 menting the eddy current
hours. But 73 tooth roots examination technique as

shown in Fig. 6.
Upon comparison of non-

contained cracks. Flaw size
ranged from 0.125" to 8" in
length (see Fig. 5). destructi ve examination

methods (covering the same
precise area). eddy current
techniques are far superior to
magnetic particle and/or dye
penetrant methods. The main

Conclusion
Based on increased down-

time, labor. safety and envi-
ronmentali concerns, standard
magnetic panicle and/or dye
penetrant examinations are argument for this .is the fact

Eddy Current bamination vs Standard NDE
Examination Time Required

Large [)iameter Gears
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Assumptions: Gears are in good condition (no melal flake in roots
a nd/or seve re wea rJ.
Few flaws detected per method.
Adequate assistance from maintenance personnel
(gear movement/cover removal!.

IFig'.6i- Compari.son of requi~lId tim. f r ell'dy cwrrenllxami'ltatioll' Ind
Itandl~d INDE.
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that the potential for human
error is greater using the
magnetic particleand/or dye
penetrant techniques. Less,
reliance nn component
cleaning. lighting conditions
and eyesight make eddy cur-
rent testing the more depend-
able examination method.
Because of the localized scan
design of the 'eddy current
system and the wide cover-
age areas (tooth faces) of me
other method, accurate
examination method compar-
isons could not be completed
for an entire gear.

For production and main-
tenance planning taffs with
adequate resources, the new
eddy current and standard
NDE methods work weB
together. An ,effective use of
eddy currentand magnetic
particle examination tech-
nologies provides far excel-
lent preventi ve mainte-
nance. An eddy current
examinanon on an annual
basis will pinpoint potential-
ly hannful discontinuities at
the earliest point in time. A
100% looth profile magnetic
particle/dye penetrant exam-
ination should be performed
at five-year intervals to
check for tooth wear and
profile flaws.

Because of demands for
increased production and the
downtime required to per-
form standard NDE tech-
niques, gear examinations
are frequently performed
inadequately or not at all.
For maintenance and engi-
neering personnel worried
about the downtime needed
for a gear inspection, the
eddy current gear examina-
tion system. quickly elimi-
nates doubts whether a
potentialily harmful condition
exists ill a pruticuJar gearing
application, 0
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CNC Gear Grinding Methods
Which technique is best for your .application?

m rinding in one form or another
has been used for mere than 50
years to correct distortions in
gears caused by the high temper-

atures and quenching technique associ-
ated with hardening. Grinding improves
the lead. involute and spacing character-
istics. This makes Ihe gear capable of
carrying the high leads ami running at
the high. p.itch line velocities required by
today's most demanding applications.
Gears that must meet or exceed the
accuracy requirements specified by
AGMAQuality IO-IL ornINClass6-7
must be ground or hard finished after
heattreatment.

Few manufacturers have been uc-
cessful at developing a machine that is
without some compromise. As a result of
the enormous challenge of trying to

design one machine that fits aU needs, the
various manufacturersapparentty have
decided that specializing their products to
target specific market niches is more effi-
cient; therefore, over the past three
decades, machine tool manufacturers
have engineered their gear grinders
specifically to be very efficient grinding
certain Iypes of parts. The remainder of
!:his article is a.survey of the various types
of grinding processes available today.

Single Index Form Grinders
Although most of today's modem

machine tools are quite good at grinding
external spnrand helical gears, very few
manufacturers have been successful at
incorporating the ability to handle inter-
nal gears without major compromises.
Today, one of the only ways to efficient-
ly grind intemalgears is the single-index
method with a dressable vitrified wheel
or abonded CBN-plated wheel. A plated
wheel maintains its form well; however.

its high purchase price and dedication to
a single part result in a high perishable
co t. A vitrified dressable wheel offers

Dennis Ri'chmondl

greater flexibility and is much less
expensive, but is more susceptible to
process variables that can lead to gear
geometry errors.

Single indexform grinding i the easiest
gear grinding process to understand, ]t is a.
"what you see is what you get" process.
The form required en the workpiece is
identical to the form or shape put into the
grinding wheel. Gear teeth, or more accu-
rately, gear space is ground one tooth at a
time, The gear is indexed to correspond to
the number of teeth 0.11 the workpiece. In
machines under 400 mm capacity. the
part to be ground is normally mounted
between centers in a horizontal space.
These machines have tables that recipro-
cate under a stationary wheel spindle. The
wheel spindle is mounted to a vertical
column supported by a feed device,
which raises and lowers the whee] spindle
to realize the center distance and facilitate
wheel dressing (see Fig. I),

Older machines use templates and a
copy device totransfer the form onto a
vitrified wheel Newer machines use
either steel. body plated wheels that
include the desired form or dressable
wheels that are profiled through the
machine control.

This process derives its appeal. pri-
marily from its simplicity and flexibility.
Wheels can easily be made from alu-
minum oxide for either internal forms or
external shapes (Fig,. 2).

The operator has little to do with. putting
the form onto the wheel; therefore, the
process demands fewer operator skills. For
the past decade, machine builders have
offered grinders that use superabrasives,
such as cubic boron nitride (CBN), which
are plated directly to a steel wheel body or
made as a vitrified bonded wheel that can
be dressed to the desired form. The user can
expect to achieve profile tolerances of
.0002" or less. Nickel. is the bonding agent

that holds the CBN crystal IOlhe steel
wheel (Fig. 3).

The crystal is sifted to the desired size
prior to the plating process so that a final
lapping operation is nOI. required. This
allows the crystal to remain sharp and
extends its useful life, permitting more
parts to be ground between rcplating
operations. To further optimize wheel
life. roughing wheels and additional
machine axes are used, A machine 0·011-

figured to mount more than one wheel
can rough and finish the gear in the arne
pass. resulting in 8. higher productivity
and extended wheel lite. A high-volume!
high-pressure coolant delivery y tem
permits the removal of large amounts of
stock while reducing or minimizing the
risk of burning or cracking from exees-
sive heat during grinding ..

IFig.2
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Fig~,3

ArmWssnow
motlnn for grinding
both lla nks at tha
game lime.

Fig'. !5 IFig.6

Rolling Block

fig. 7

Generating;
Motion

\\61

K Grinding Me.rIlad

/\xis I feed and additional'
rotation for helical gears
Crossbeam set to base
helix angle

Fig. 8
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Modifications to the lead such as

crowning, taper and end relief are imple
inputs to the control. Cams and templates
ale a thing of the past for the newer breed
of machine. J.lllllany cases, internal gears
or forms can be ground on the same
machine withlhe addition of a suitable
grinding ann.

Forms such as vane pump, male and
female compressor rotors, gerotors,
worm ball screw tracks, root-type rotary
pistons, gear hobs and constant velocity
joints-any precise form that is evenly
indexable--can be ground on a single
index. form grinder.

These machines are wen-suited for
small to medium gears. and non-gear
parts. They are capable of achieving the
accuracies required for applications such
a aircraft and aerospace gears, machine
tools, screw compressor rotors, ball
screw tracks, gerotors, internal gears,
vane pumps, worms, constant velocity
joints and automobile transmissions.

Single Wheel Generating Grinders
Several different styles of gear grind-

ing machines use the generating
method. As with other types of machin-
ing, the style sometimes takes on the
Dame of the original manufacturer who
developed the method. The Hofler or
Niles method is sometimes referred to as
"a single tooth rack process" method. It
can best be described as one in which a
rack Or single ribbed wheel strokes par-
allel to the axis of the workpiece while
at the same lime traversing tangentially
to the workpiece (Fig. 4).

In addition to these two motions, the
workpiece rotates ro simulate the rolling act-
ion required to generate the profile (Fig. 5).
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The angle on the double-tapered
wheel. corresponds to the pressure angle
of the gear. Tile generating path, or dis-
tance the wheel must. jravel, can be
reduced by optimizing the wheel pres-
sure ang1e, leading to shorter grinding
times. Wheels call be made from either
vitrified CBN or aluminum oxide.
Automatic wheel balancing on the spin-
dle has been incorporated into the newer
machines, allowing them to achieve
higher quality and better surface finish.

The latest grinders are capable of
grinding both flanks in the same motion,
resulting in a productivity advantage
when double-flank grinding (Fig. 6).

During the grinding cycle infeed pass,
the left andright flank of one tooth space
is machined before the gear is indexed to
the next tooth. The number of workpiece
revolutions, typically two to four, will be
determined by thegrinding allowance on
the flank of the gear.

Modifications to the lead and profile
are easily realized by imple menu inputs
to the control. Different modifications on
left and right flanks are also possible
when using the double-flank technique.

These machines are ideally suited for
medium to large gears. Tile single wheel
generating grinder are capable of
achieving accuracies required for a vari-
ety of demanding applications such as
large rugh speed marinetransmissions,
submarine drives, stationary turbines for
power generation, machine tools, wind
turbine generators, steel mills and large
diesel engines ..

Doub'le Wheel 'Generating
This generating teci'mique use a pair of

saucer-shaped wheels. Vertical andhori-
zontal machines are builr and dedicated to
grindinggea:rs and pinions respectively.
The horizontal machines. are equipped with
devices to' allow for lead modifications for
pinions, while ·lhe vertical machinesgener-
ally have no provisions. for modifications,
as they areprimaJily used for grinding
large gears (Fig. 7).

Aluminum oxide wheels dressed w:ith
single point diamonds are the wheels of
choice for this dry grinding process. The
wheels on these machines act as a
straight-sided rack that rolls past the gear
during the grinding process. This motion

WHERE CAN
YOU FIND ...

generates the involute profile. The axes
of the wheels call be set parallel to each
other or at a 10D angle (fig. 8).

The workpiece is reciprocated or
"rocked" in the axial direction to provide
the infeed motion as two flanks of different
teeth are ground :in one pass. At the end of
the pass,the entire gear is indexed using
mechanical, index plates having the exact
number of notches or a multiple of the
teeth in the gear. Prime numbered gears
require dedicated index plates. The depth

of cut is determined by the infeed of the
two grinding wheels toward each other.

When grinding spur gears, \:he axes of
the grinding wheels are perpendicular to
the axis of the gear. A simple motion to
simulate the rolling of the gear on the rack
represented by the wheels generate the
involute. Steel bands attached to a station-
ary support on one end and a rolling block
at the other produce the generating
motion. The rolling block is generalJy the
arne diameter asthe base circle of the

• A BUYE.RS GiUliDIE TO' EVER.YTIHING
YOU NEE:D TO .MANUFA,CTURE 'GEARS

TH,E IMA'CHIIN:ES, THIE TOOLIINIG,
THIE S!EIRVlliCES:A'NID MORE?

• TH:E LATEST GEAR. IINIDUS,TIRY INEWS?

• IN!FORMATI10!N AlB OUT PROFESSIONAIL
.AND RE:SEARCH :SOCIETIIES,?'

• TIHIE,IIlATESJ COURSES FROM TIHE BEST
GEAIR SCHiOOLS,?

• AN!SWEIRS TO YOUR, JOUGH GEA_RIN:'G
QUESTI'ON?'

AND ...
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gear, however, the: newer style machine
incorporates the use of a variable diame-
ter rolfulg block. Whe.1l grindi.ng a helical
gear, an additional motion must be
imparted tollle workpiece to compensate
Ior the :helix angle. A helical guide mech-
anism is used teacccmplish this motion.

The contact point between the wheels
and dte tooth flanks is confined to a very
smal] area at any given time, This
explains why the productivity of the
process is described in hours per gear
rather than gears per hour. "Tune COD-

suming" and "slow" also describe this
very accurate process. H productivity is
the sbortcoming of this process, its abili-

ty to gri~d point by point lead and profile
modifications is a strength,

Tile Maag is one of tile only
machines ever built to incorporate the
point-by-point system for lead and invo-
lute modifications (Fig. '9) .. It has been
said tbat the primary purpose for the
de. ign of Ibis machine was to support the
manufacture of Maag's own high-speed
gearbox and transmission business and
not necessarily as a commercial product.
To urnmarize.jhe trade-off in produc-
tivity must be weighed against the
advantage of flexibility.

These machines are best suited for small
to med:i;u~ lot size gears tbat require higl1Iy
modified lootlil forms. They are I.ISed in the
following applications: gear rolling dies,
having cutter sharpening, teel joolicg,

large marine transmissions. machine tools
and bigh speed gearboxes.

Form Generating
Fonn generating is a unique process

offered by a single manufacturer for high
production grinding of helical automotive

traasmis ion gears. This process (see Fig.
to} was first introduced to the market in
the mid 1980s. It i .ideal. for large volume.
highly automated manufacturing environ-
ments. Becan e the feed motion for stock
removal is rotary and Dotaxial, cycle lime
can generally be stated as one second per
tooth, regardless oflhe gear face width,
Simply put, the wheeland the workpiece
donet traverse past ollie anomer during the

The aluminum oxide wheel has a
globoid shape when viewed from the
end (Fig .. U). Thi bape is dressed into
the wheel with a diamond-plated gear
with the de ired profile and lead char-
acteristic required by the product gear.
The wheel is po itioned above the
dressing gear 0 that its axis is perpen-
dicular to the lead or helix angle of the
dressing gear. It is then plunged into the
dressing gear and aUowed to rotatein
two direction , re ultil'lg in alhinning
of the thread on tile wheel. The thinning
of the wheel is necessary so that rotary

Fig. 10

I1g. 111
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feed can take place during the actual
grinding. In this process, each sid of
the gear is ground separately.

The grinding sequence can be
described as follows:

L The workpiece i transferred! into
the machine with an auto loader, and a
probe determines, Ithe optimum orienta-
tion considering the runout and lock
cond.itions (Fig. W2a),.

2. Rotary infeed begins,and the left
flank is roughed and finished and
allowed to spark: out (Fig. 12b).

3. The workpiece is then ,electronical-
ly advanced so that the riglu flank come
into contact with the wheel (Fig. 12c).

4. Rotary feed begins. and the right

flank its roughed, finished and allowed to
spark: out.

5. The workpiece is removed from the
machine, andlh next cycle can begin,

The profiling sequence can be
described as follows (Fig. B):

L In the case of a shaft-type work-
piece. the dressing gear is automatically
loaded into the machine between centers.

2. The grinding wheel is plunged into
the dressing gear.

3. Rotary feed is applied to the dress-
ing gear. and the left and right flanks are
sequentially dressed, allowing for a cer-
tainamount of dwell for born flanks.

4. The dressing gear is removed. and
15-311 gears, are ground before the next
dressing operation is neee sary.

Whe.n. grinding bore-type work-
pieces, the dressing gear is pan of the
work spindle and (.ooling and is mount-
ed on the machine at aU times. For
shaft gears, the dressing gear is resi-
dent in the machine, but must be pre-
sented to the wheel in 3. separate
sequence. This allows for slightly
shorter dressing times.

Thi process i weD su:ited to the
manufacture of large-volume. automo-
tive helical gears with anneal quanti tie .
of .approximately 20011)()()gears per year
of the same type.

Continuous Generating
This process is sometimes referred to

as threaded wheel grinding and is by far
the most wide-spread in II e today. This
technique has kinematics similar to
those in bobbing (Fig. [4).

A threaded wheel similar to a gear
hob without gashes is used as a cutting
tool. The relationship of the workpiece
and the wheel is described as follows:

Wheel [pm x no. of starts.
no ..of teeth

When grinding heli.cal gears, the lead
must be compensated for as :it is in bob-
bing. through a mechanical or electronic
differentie]. This differential impart an
additional rotary motion to the work-

allowing the wheel to traverse

along the lead or helix angle of the part.
The similarities do not Slap here, The
tool or grinding wheel is, ensitive to the
same constraints that affect a hob. As
[ong as the diametral pitch or pre ure
angle are not changed,the ' ame wheel
can be used to grind a variety of work-
pieces, regardles . of Ithe hellix angle or
number of teeth. This i a majol cliffer-
ence from the single index teehnique,
which is affected by both helix angle and
varying the number ofteeth,I ' .

I

: WHERE CAN
YOU FIND ...
I. DETAllLEDi INIFORIMATIION AIBOUT

'TIHIEFOLLOWI:NIG TOP G,EAIR MANU ..
FAIC:TUlRERS TOOLING SUP'PLIERS
ANDI SERVIC!E P,R,OVII0 iER,S1'

AiD MIi' iC Corp.
AiMrican 1TrNlill Co.
AmlriCIIII ,.._. LP.
lIItcNaIIhd PrKisiDil Inc.
lIotmIalocll M.clli .. Toal Co.
Chicago Gllr· D.O.........
CoIHial Tool G,..p Inc.
DUnI-Bar
Fellows Corpot'etion
Th. Glel.on Wort.
Holroyd
Hydra Honing Laboratorie. lae,
'""ai America Corp.
Induetoh ... •
nw H.. rttlnd •
• ...,.., AlMric-. LP.
LeColud 11Ie.•
Uebhlrr
Mlinllfac:tared Gllr' Gage
Mechanical' StntctInI lIni,•• SoftwIn •
Midwest GI.. & Tool. Inc.

lIilkrll E.,inuring
lI_b_i Machinl Tooll
MooN Prodllcts Co.
NnDIIII BrHCh & Mlchinl Co.
N.,. GearCorp.
PI"er hldllltri ... Inc.
PII1'Y Technology
,.. ... ,.1111, Cutting TooII, LP.
Pro-GI.' Company
Proc ... G.n Co•• Inc.
Profile Engineering. Inc.
R.illla.er Corporation
Roto- Tlchnology. Inc. •
llulall. Holbrook' Hlndenon
SofIwlnl E.. inuring Servici
Stareld hln, Inc.
STO PrKilioll Glar • IIIIInIIIIIId •
SytIC Corporation •
Ty Miln, 11Ie.•
Ullinral Technical SpI ...... Inc. •
V•• GerpH • R.ac. EqillHrilll
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Method

- - -

CNC Gear Grlindling Techniques

Disadvllntag81

SingIe lndex
form Grinders

Manufacturer

I(B·PP
National Broael!
Okamoto
Klingelnberg

Advllntages

• Ac curate control o~form.
• Ability to grind finer pitches from tile solid.
• No wheel dressing required.

I • Wheel can be stripped and replated.
, • Ability to grind roots and tips.
, • Ability to iJrtegrataon·machi ne,inspa clion.

• High stock removal rates,
• Ability to grind noninvolute shapes .
•' Grinds internal g;ears.

'. Dedicated steell wheel needed for each pitch.
pressure angls' end teeth number c'ombination.

• form only correct once part is 'on size.
o Steal wheels cannot be modified.
• Expensive initial capital investment
• Potentially large inventory of wheels.
• Horizontal wo rkpiece ,axis.

Single Wheel
Generating

Hofler, Niles

MeDg method

• Low perishable cost--wheelsand diamond dressing tools .
•' Same wheel can be used for different pitches. -
• High achievable accuracy.
• Fast setup.
• ~bility to integrate, on-machine inspection equipment.
• Coarse and fine pitches possible.
• Vertical workpiece axis.
• High stock removal per pass.
• Machines available for !Iarge gears up to 15,7".

• Fast process, but not considered nigh production.
• High initial capital costs,
.' large floor space required.
• Specialloundations needed: for some,applications.
• Cannot grind roots or ODs.

Double Wheel
Generating:

form Generating IReishauer TYlle RZf

• Very accurate.
• Long machine tool tife,
• Can be inspected: prior to complete grinding of gear.
'. Dry process makes washing unnecessary for inspection.
'. POint-by-point grinding reduces the tendency to burn.
• Ideal for low volume production.
• 'Low tooling costs.

• Cycle time quite long.
• Expensive capital ,investment
• In g,ears.with a lorg.e number of teetil a jump

between the first and lasttooth ground may
be experienced .

'. Very short cvcle times.
'. low tooling costs,
'. Dedicated: tooling-no development time needed.
'. Stable process with few variables.

i • Process suitable ,onlV'for helical gears.
, • Workpiec,e diameters up to 200 mm.I' Large ,capital invBstment

Continuous
Generating

I !.iellherr
I Okamoto
I Gleason

Reishauer

, • High productivity.
.' Good precess stability.
.' Very low perisha bl'a costs.
.' lead and profile modifications made easily .
•' Easily automated process.

Fig. 13
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'. Unable rogrind close to should'ers.
• No intemal Qear ,capability.
• large initial investment,
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Theeontinaousgeneratien technique

is aptly named. The threaded wheel has a
rack or traight-sided shape with the side
angle ecrresponding tojhe pre sure
angle of the gear. This rack is in continu-
ous contact with the gear during the
grinding operation while the involute
generation i .occurring (Pig, 15).

In order to be able to accomplish this
precess, the wheel, unlike the hob, must
run at speeds of 45 mls or 8,800 sfm, The
indexing system must have mechanical
and electronic integrity many times that
of it roughing brother, the hobber, To
think that one could simply modify a
modem bobber and tum it into a grinder
is. however, to misunderstand the kine-
matics required.

In the pasl, complicated mechanical
systems provided !he movements required
for index and differential motions oflhe
machines. Today commercially available
electronic gearboxes are used for these
machine motions. Iln addition to the rela-
tively JmpJe motions described here,the
newest machines incorporate "shift grind-
ing," which is akin to creep feed grinding
in the cylindrical grinding world. The
workpiece is shifted tangentially as it is fed
past the grinding wheel (Fig. 16).

This jaagential movement is constantly
exposing the workpiece toa fresh 'cutting
edge of the wheel. which results in fewer
passes (typica1J'yone roughing and one fin-
ishing) and significantly reduces Ilhe cycle
time when compared to a conventional
continuous generating grinder using the
multi-pa process (Fig. 17).

fig. IS

Wheel technology and balancing
maintenance have artempted to keep
pace with machine tool advances. For
most applications, the vitrified alu-
minum oxide wheel has been used with
success. The newer breeds of machines
have dictated that the wheels be "free
cutting" to avoid burning. Wheels that
have induced porosity and eeded gel
achieve this goal. Wheels that change

in size because of the con tam need for
redressing must be balanced in two
planes. Thi.s is auromatically done
when the machine enses an out-of-bal-
ance condition. One machine tool man-
ufacturer has developed a machine
around a steel-bodied, threaded wheel
plated with Borazcn, making the dress-
ing and the balancing operation obso-
lete, This makes modifications to the

N10W
UHAVE
ER CiHOICE

and 11,15 mad'e lin AMERICA.!

AIW Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing source of spiral gear roughingl
and finishingl cutters and bodies.

We alsocan manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters olS·through 12·
at present.

A/IN can also supply roughing and finishing
cutters, hardware and replacement :parts for
mast 5"-12" diameter bodies.

Whether it's service or manufacturing, con-
sider us as an alternative source for replace-
ment parts and hardware, as well as bodies
and cutters.
You'll be in for a pleasant surprise.

NEW! Straight Bevel Cutters. Royal Oak. Michigan 48067
T,el:(248) 544-3852' Fax: (248) 544-3922:

I
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Infeed hIs
reached
'finished size

Fig. 16

Infeed has
reachedl
finished size

Roughing FirS!
Workpiece ~-

" Finishing First Workpiece

Fig. 17

Grinding Worm
Guard in Position for
ProliJing
O. D. Dressing Head
Setting Scraw m for UI I ,C. :ir----"==r

=~~~~~~~:A~=and RH[liamondlWhael
Setting Sc rew (2) for RH
:Diamond W-heel Only ~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;~"

Profiling Slide

I-----Cenl r01Profile

Grinding Worm
Profile'

@~~~=-- DIsh Wheel.

DI.m"'d\''''~ Aligning the Dish
Wheeland Profile

Fill·n,
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wheel impo ible without stripping the
wheel of its coating and regrinding and
repJating the body. This compromise
must be weighed against the produc-
tivity benefits.

Vitrified bonded wheels, regerdle s
of their compcsitioa, must be dre sed
periodically to remain sharp and cut
efficiently, This can be done in a num-
beT of ways. depending Oil the quantity
of gears Ito be produced and Ute degree
of flexibililY required by the gear man-
ufacturer (Fig. 18).

In the past it was difficult to auto-
marethese machines because the work
spindle was ina different position afl.er
every cycle due to the part shifting
aero s 'the face of the wheel. Micro-
processors and modem machine controls
makes this possible today,.

These machines are well-suited for
original eq,uipment manufacturers as
well as job shops. Productivity and flex-
ibility standard's are set today by the
machines capable of using the continu-
ous generating process. These machines
can be found in the following industries:
aircraft and aerospace. machine tools,
printing. pre s manufacturers, automo-
tive truck and tractor, marine transmi-
sions, wind turbine generator and
high- peed ind'uslrialgeaJ1boxes,O

Acknowledgement: This article is
based on. a paper presented at the 1995
SME Advanced Gear Processing Clinic.
Sept, 19-21, 1995. Chicago. n.

Dennis R!ichmond
is vice presiden: of Reishauer Corporation. Elgin.
ti; l1IlJlIu!aclurrr:r of precision g~ar grinding
machin~ry.
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o Superabras;'ve Systems for ,Gear ,Grinding and' Special Pro.files

SINGlIE·SIIDED P,ROFILE IDISC DUAL LEAD DRESSER CBN FORM WHEEl,

Precision OBN Form Wheels - lID and 00
Diamond Discs - Single or Double Sided & Multi-Lead
Reverse Plated IDiamond Form IRollers
Diamond HonLng Tools
Vitriried IBond CBN Wheels

Dlarnond Dressing Equipment
- Preclslon Spindles &..Arbors
- lnteed Mechanisms
- eNC Pmfile Systems
- OH~Line Dressingl Units

Guara'nleed Quality • ,Expert & Custom Designs ,. Quick Delivery

546 Enterpri,se Drive, Royersford, PA 19468 Tel (6,10) 495-2850 Fax. (6,10) 495-2865
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-N~t P ,, - entlv Of Cou rsel••• 0 ermanent y, _' ur_.
Just For 4 Days To Attend

GEAR EXP'O' 97
October 19-22, 1997

Cobo Center
Detroit, Michigan

There's (lnly one place to,go if you're buyingl gearing equIpment, !prod~
uets, supplies, or services-GEAR EXPO 97--'theonly intematlona.11
trade show devoted exclusively to the gear industry,.

At GEAR EXPO 9'7 you can:

G Experience the cuHjng edge in gearing tec:lmologlY.
0$' Meet exhloltors from all segments oftne gear industry.
G See state-of-the-art equi,pment.demonstrations.

GEAR EXPO' 97-aIl,of yOUlf ~gearlngl needs UNDE,R ONIE ROOF.

a,A D, EC.A.D.'EOF PEiRFORMANCE
.. 0cT0eER19-22, f997--DEmorr,. ~
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BRAD FOOTE GEAR: WORKS
PURCHASED

The asset of Brad Foote Gear Works,
lnc., of Cicero, IL, have been purchased
by J. Cameron Drecoll, Dennis Palmer
and Pat Rosmonowski. The three men
were all! formerly wilh Foote Jones!
Illinois Gear.

Established in 1924. Brad Foote spe-
cializes in the design, manufacture and

as embly of large, coarse pitch gears and

gear drives for indu trial applications. The
company has two manufacturing facilities,
onein Cicero and one in Pittsburgh, PA,
and employs 150 people.

Revenues last year totaled approxi-
mately $20 million. The Cicero facility
was the first U.S. gear manufacturing
plant to receive ISO 9000 certificarionin
early 1993 and has continued to be regis-
tered with Lloyd's Register Quality
As urance Ltd.

preci-.iian th,raugh dislTIClnd

We will design, build and guarantee
from your gear summary charts
gear dressers for Reisha.., SPA
andfaal.r DBASystema
Direct-Plated or Sintered-Bond
Single- or Double-Sided Dressers.

We allO prodlC8 gear dresset'l for
- 81... 11 CNC. PhoeIIix
-Niles
-ou.oao
-Uebllarr
-Clepel
- Nonuc
- 811SoIIlliHa
- Hoglund
- 116ft.r

We oller our customers
- HillIeIt Accul'ICY
- Ccnpedlive Prices
- FIIt8It Delivery
- Relap • ...,Iad ... Service

Call or fax us your gear dresser requirements.
You will quickly discover what leadIng U.S. 'gear producers have learned.

Dr. Kaiser g,ear dressers are tha best value avalIlable.

Imported by

SIL.Munson.a: Company
1517 ,Gregg St. IColumbla, SC 29201
1';8OQ.715·13911 • '1-803·252.3211
Fax '·IIOlJ.!929.osm'
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AGM_A RE1!ASES, NEW :ST:A_NDkRD
AGMA has announced the release of

its standard, "Specification for Measure-
ment of Linear Vibration on Gear Units"
(ANSYAGMA 60oo-B96) This . tandard
provides comprehensive methods for the
measurement of linear vibration, the
instruments to use and the lest procedures
to follow, It also presents the recommend-
ed discrete vibration limits For acceptance
testing. Also included is an appendix
regarding the [SO vibration rating curves
from ISO 8579-2 "Acceptance Code for
Gears-Part 2: Determination of Mech-
anical Vibrntions of Gear Units During
Acceptance Tesling."

AcGMA has also released the informs-
tion sheet, "LoQd Classification and
Service Factors For Flexible Coupling ,"
AGMA 922-A-96.

Copies of the siandard and tile infor··
mation sheet are available from Global
Engineering Documents.

AGMA CHOOSES; NEW BOARD
MEMIBERS; &: OmC~ERS

Eleven gear industry leaders were
appointed to the AGMA Board of
Directors during the group's annual
meeting in Tucson, A'Z. in March.

David L. George of 'the Fa:Ik Corpo-
ration is chairman. Samuel. R. Haines U
of Gear Motions i enior vice pre ident,
and Bipin N. Doshi of Schafer Gear
Works and Andert Manufacturing willi
serve as treasurer. Frank J, Posinski of
Cincinnati Gear Compan.)' is chainnan
emeritus .. Arlin Perry of the Dorris
Company will serve as vice president,
technical division, and Michael J.
Drahusehak of the Rus ellville Division
of Amarillo Gear Go. as vice pre ident,
administrative division.

New board members are Charie A.
Brennen, Overton Gear, William M.
Lechler, Sumitomo Machinery of
America, Julian. Sabado , Rapid Gear,
Michael E. Short, Gear Products, Inc,
and Mike Wheeler, LMGear Company.

Continuing board members are Roger
Pennycook of Boston Gear. Samuel D.
Piersonof ABA-PGT Inc .• Douglas V.
Smith of P: T. Lufkin Indone ia, Dan
Thurman of Caterpillar Inc., Gottfried H.
Versock, Flender Corp., Roben R. Wallis
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of Rexnord and Frederic M. Young of
Fore t City Gear.

NCAJ)T HOmS AUSFORM I~INISHING,
TECHNOLOGY DEMO

On April 8, the National Center for
Advanced Drivetrain Technologies at
Penn Slate University held an end-of-
project demonstration and ausform fin-
ishing work hop. Details of the ausform
fini hing proce s were outlined and the
world's first production-capable, double-
die au forming machine was demonstrat-
ed for key people from both. business and
the military.

INFACIBELL HEUCO:PT~R IN
IGRlNDI'NG EX:PERJM~NT

INFAC (The In mimented Factory
for Gears), Bell Helicopter and Texas
A&M University are involved in all

experimental grinding project that inves-
tigate the thermal damage (bum) in car-
bu:rized and hardened precision gear
materials, The result of the project will
be a predictive model that facilitates the
monitoring and control of grinding burn
in precision gear manufacturing.

The findings win be made available
to the aerospace and machined compo-
nent industries.

Update 'on the progress of the exper-
iments are available from mFAC at 312-
567-4264.

SUGHT MODERATION INI MA.CHINE,
TOOL INDUSTRY GROWTH PREDI CTED'

Reall domestic purchases (inflatiou
adjusted) of combined metal cutting and
metal forming equipment. rose by an e ti-
mated 1.2% in 1996 to nearly $8.5 bil-
lion. mar.king the fourth consecutive year
of growth. according to The CIT
IGroup/lndu triall.Financing's Fifth Annu-
al Machine Tools Ourlook-1997-1999.
However, consistent with the cyclical
nature of the industry, growth. in real pur-
chases of machine tools is expected to
ease somewhat througb. 1999.

According to the forecast, reall pur-
chase win retreat 8.2% in [997, 1.5%
in 1998 and 2.t % in 1999'.According to
Thomas A. Hanemann, assistant vice
president of Economic Research at CfT,
the relative stability of the industry is
attributable largely to the overall health
of the U.S. economy and the U.S.

machine tool builders' ability tocontin-
ue to distinguish themselves in the glob-
a] marketplace while cutting unit co t

and increasing productivity. The prima-
ry impeding factor to the strength of the
U.S. machine tool industry through the
outlook peri od is the probability of
intensified price competition fram for-
eign machine tool builders in the
domestic marketplace andthe resulting
net increase in import penetration.

"Machine '1001 builders should nDI

allow the 1995 and 1996 booms in Ihe
business 1.0 leave them complacent and
even more vulnerable to losing market
share to their foreign counterpart ,"
says Hanemann.O

Tell Us What You Thi.....
If you found this article of interest andlor
useful, please circle 211

WHEN Ir (,OMES ro SPUNE& rHRf.AD ,IOIDIG, WE (AN BEtl' rou...
Quality, performance, design
and manufacturing are what
determine

Who':sNo.l
And In a few short years.
Cold Formlng Tec.hnology has
earned that reputation.
No.1 Tool Life -
No.1 Accuracy & Quality
No.1 "Kwik" Prototype Rolling
No.1 Reducing Per Piece Cost
No.1 Guaranteed DeUvery
No.1 SeIVlce to Customer
No.1 Overall Customer Satisfaction

50'" TO JOO·. IMF'ROVrMI NT IN
<)0'" .01 AI t AI'I'IICAIIONS

---- -----

TOOL LIfC STUDY...... '

!.,,"'"I<0,000

30,.000

RO_l YOUR
OWHOR
WE CAN
RO '-M
fOR YOUI

North. .America.~s
Prototype RoIR~9Specialists

Cold.Fonnlng technology., lIIe.
6556 Arrow Dt1ve

Sterling HeIghts, Michigan 48314
Telephone (BID)254·4600 - FAX (BIO)254-4944
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_ •••••••.•••• -IIPRD:DUCTNIEWS-------------
Welcome, to our Product IN'ews page', Here we feature new p.r,odu.cts of iin~elrestt'o the Igear and gear products
ma,rkets. To g,et more infolimation on thessl items .•p,llease cirele the Reader Service Number shewn, Send vour
new product releaseste: Gear Technology. 140111untAv,enue,. Elk IGrove Village, IL 60007, faA: :841-437-:6618.,

Corrosion Resis1an1 Gage IPins
Corrosion resistant coatings are now

available on all gaging products from
Meyer Gage. The electroless nickel
coating is a unique nickel phosphorus
alloy which exhibits good wear proper-
ties and excellent corrosion resistance.
Coating thickne can be held to within
.'00005" even over complex shapes.
Coaling meet alt spray
(ASTM) 1000 hours.

Ciri:le 301
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IGeometric Joler:ancing Workbook
Effective Training. Inc. has released

l1le second edition oflhe Geometric
Dimensiani'llg ,& Tolerandng Self-Suui)'
WoriWook by Alex Krulikowski. Using
the ASME Y 1.4.5M-l994 dimeusions
stai:i.Ctard'as its basis. the workbook hils
been revised, expanded and updated to
reflect the changes in the field of geomet-
ric tolerancing. The book is useful to both
the beginning student and the seasoned
professional. The 30 les ons each contain
graphics, study cards and self-tests I1lJlt
allow students to proceed at their own
pace. After the course is completed,1he
book can serve as a. :referencetool

Cin:le301
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UV Inspection ILamp
Speetronics corp. has announced

major design improvement to their
BIB-t50P ultraviolet inspection lamp..
The company bills the products as the
highe t intensity self-ballasted UV
lamp on the market. It has a new dent-
proof and impact-resistant polymer
housing and an ergonomically de-
igned, stay-cool contoured hanale. The

lamp produces a nominal steady-state
365 nm intensity of 4,500 J.lLWfcm2at
]5" (38 cm) and meets mil specs for FPI
and MPI. The lamp has as total we:ight
of 3.25 Ibs (1.5 kg), and its bulbs have
and average rated life of 5000 hours, Wt
is UL listed, CE and CSA approved.

Cilrd.e303

TEC-14 Optical 'Comparator
Springfield, VT. J & L Metrology

introduces the TEC-14 optical com-
parator with 0.0.0.00.5" resolution,
patented telocentric optics and a ba e
price near SW,OOO. PC-ba eel full
automatioo I an available option. The
standard machine package include
standard! travels of 12" x 6" (30.5 x 152
mm) and a table surface of S" x 20."
(.127 x. 508mm). Flat images true to
ize are produced at all magnifications

from 5X to ioox The TEC-14 has a
standard 14" (355 mm) ground glass
screen lit by tungsten halogen profile
projection and surface illumination, and
360° chart rotation with DRO. Options
include powered travels, geometric
computation digital readout, automatic
edge ensing and fuU automation.

Circle 304

IPfaut,erIntroduces N'ew :Small
Gear and Form Grindling IMachines
Rockford, IL. American Pfamer, LP.

bas introduced two new small CNC
gear and form grinding machines to
complement its line of larger gear
grinders. The company says both of
these machines are "highly affordable."

The P200G and P4000, with 200
mm and 400 mm capacities re pective-
ly offer all of the features and benefits
of larger Pfauter machines in a small,
compact package. The grinding head
and: pindles are capable of using any
commerciajly available single-layer
plated CBN grinding wheels. The
P400G can be equipped with an
optional grinding head and spindle
with a 2-axis CNC dressing uni.t for job
shop environments.

The machines also have inductive
sensor systems, CNC controls with
Windows-based dialogue menus,
optional machine-integrated. arbor-
loading automation.

Ci:rd 305

Compensalingl face Spa.cer
for H'ob'bing

Brookfield. WI. Euro-Tech all-
nounces the availability 'Ofa new hob
spacer with a compensatiag face sur-
face. The spacer's swivelling face elim-
inates the hob twist, bow, and bend that
OCC-Uf when tightening the hob nut
against uneven spacer or hob faces.
These can be used as a replacement for
or in conjunction with existing spacers.
Tiley are available in all sizes.

Cln:le 306
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Heavy Duty:Vertical Rotary
SuFface Grinder

S & S Machinery Corp introduces
the new IELIGIN 38 vertical rotary sur-

face grinder: The company says tllat
new features permit high speed preci-
sion grinding al a lower cost per part.

The machine has ample power for rapid
stock: removal and rigidity for precision,
and its advanced de ign and construe-

tion assures greater accuracy, 'extreme
flame s and fine finish. ~t has an infi-

nitely variable table rotating peed. full
magnetic force and infinitely variable
chucking. a meter for measuring mag-
netic forces, demagnerizatian and a
meter for measuring work load on the

main motor.
Circle 307

moves In A Bottle®:
Glendale, CA. Gloves In A Bottle is

a lotion which provide a one-way barri-
er which helps prevent rna t irritants and
toxins from penetrating the skin, while
allowing the skin to breathe and perspire
naturally and increasing natural moistur-
izer retention. According to the compa-
ny, the lotion provide protection from a
wide range of irritants includi.ng grease,
solvents, thinners, paint" herbicides and

pesticide , industrial detergents and dis-
infectants, epoxie and glue, cement
and lime, gasoline and die el and most
other chemical . It is said to be virtually

undetectable within 3 to 4 minutes of
application and will not affect dexterity
or the sen e of touch.

Circle 308,

Adjustable, P,itch Diameter
'nspectioD Gage

The Measurement Systems Div-
ision of Moore Products CO. has intro-
duced an adjustable pitch diameter

inspection gage for checking the over-
ball or over-pin characteristic of gears

and splines either in me lab or on the
production floor. The gage accommo-
dates most external and internal gears
and splines.

Standard equipmentincJudes the
pitch diameter inspection gage, one set
of ball/pin anvils, a part-holding stand,
the digital readout, the Data Gage 873
measuring system and a workbench
with storage drawer. Options include

center assembly, printer and interface

with a LAN.
The gage can inspect external gear

diameters from 0" to 8"" internal gear
diameters from 2.5" to 8" and overall
gage dimensions to 30" long x 18" wide

x 11." high.
Clrcle 309

Electr'o-Chemical Deburring System
The MIN~ BURR XL-I. 200 1 (In-

dustrial) electro-chemica] deburring
system provides a low-cost solution for
burr removal in hard-to-reach areas,
deep intersecting holes, threads and del-

icate high-tech pans. This process is
equally effective on hard and soft mate-

rials, produces no mechanical stresses

or thermal effects and remove material

where desired.
Circle 3]0

Ttil Us WhIt You TIIillk."
Hyou found this article of interest and/or
useful, please circle 212.

GROJND

IMoregear for your
money and va!lue
that I'asts.
Niagara, Gear has an affordable
alternative for your high quality,
elose-toleranoe gear requirements.
As gear grinding specialists, we use
the latest grinding wheel technologies
and all electronic Reishauer gea r
grinders to deliver what you need.
On price. On quality. On time.

Our ,ground spur and helical 'gears are:
• Lighter, ~ronger. faster and quieter
• The ,answer to your industry's

toughest tolerance and finish
standards

• Manufactured to MIL·I·45208 and
inspected to Calibration St..ndard
MIL·STD·45662A

'. Available to 14 inch diameter and
to AGMA Class IS with crowning

'More than 80%01 our customers are
Fortune· 500 companies, I.e! us quote
on your next gear requirement and
find out why.

FAX: (7'16)1 87,4-9003
9411Military Road -IBuffalo, NY 14217

TEL.: (716) 874-3131

C1RCLE1S1
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DURA~BAR
Continuous cast iron from
Dura-Bar performs like free-
machining steel but with 10%
less weight. And Dura-Bar's
superior vibration-dampening
characteristics make for quieter
running gears. Available in
diameters from 5/8"-20" and
lengths of 6'-20'. Contact Dura-
Bar at 800-227-6455.

CIRCLE IREADER SERV1CE #158

6-Axis CHC
Form Gear Grinding

Part of the Red Ring line of gear
manufacturing products, this
proven CNC gear grinder offers
tremendous grinding flexibility,
fasl setup, easy profile coordinate
generation, automatic wheel size
compensation, automatic stock
dividing, and a temperature-con-
trolled coolant system. For litera-
ture on this system, contact
National Broach at 17500
Twenty-Three Mile Rd.,
Macomb,l\IlJ 48044; Phone: 810-
263"()I00, Fax: 810-2634571.
'CIRCI..lE READER SERVICE 111:601
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PiRECISION
GROUND GEA!RS

Niagara Gear's new brochure on
precision ground spur, helical
and pump gears details com-
plete capabilities to meet
demanding, close tolerance
requirements, with the fast tum-
around typically associated with
conventional gear manufactur-
ing. For a brochure, or for infor-
mation, contact Niagara Gear
Corporation, 941 Military Road,
Buffalo, NY ]4217. Phone: 716-
874-3131, Fax: 116-874-9003.
CIRCLE IREADER SERVICE '11152

CN:C Gear l:nspecti1on
Roto-Tecbnology's ROTO·
CHECK systems range in sizes
from 3" up to 100" and will
inspect your gears, hobs,
splines, cams, etc., to AGMA,
DIN, ISO or ns standards.
The PC-based, building-block
modular design allows easy
service. The small footprint is
an advantage, and you can
learn to use this user-friendly
system in minutes! A large
variety of software options
available, all at an economical
price. Call ,(800) 875-ROTO.

CIRCLE READ.ER SER:VICE ",61

tiler BEAR MEASUREMENTS
===-:-==~---~~--~.::=-.=-------::::=-:.=--=-.---"""

EXACT IG:EAR
MEASUREMENTS

Whatever your requirements,
D.1G.I.T. can custom-design a
measuring system to accurately
determine exact pitch diameter
of internal orexternal splines.
helical gears or spur gears. All
gauges come with custom-
designed measuring probes and
mandrels and easy to follow
programming instructions. Call
513-746-3800 or fax 513-746-
5103 for our brochure.

MemberAGMA
CIReL'E READER SEFl.VlCE 11156

AJAX MAG:NETHiERMIC
This brochure describes a use-
ful approach to solving indue-
tionheat treating problems, It is
amply illustrated with case his-
tories and describes static and
progressive heating.

Ajax Magn.ethermi.c
Corporation
Wa.rren,OB
(330) 372-8sn
Fax (330) 372~8608

CIRCLE READER: SEFMC;E.117

OIL MtSJ/SMO'K'E/DUST
'COLLECTOR

The GA-14oo Oil Mist/Smoke!
Dust Collector is designed for
direct source capture of various
nuisance or hazardous airborne
contaminant . Can be used any-
where CNC machining, metal
turning, wet drilling. gri,nd.hlg
or welding are performed.
Gardner Environmental Prod-
ucts, 1201 West. Lake Street,
Horicon, WI 53032. For more
information or literature, call
(800) 558-8890 or fax (414)
485-4370.

CIRCLE READER SERV,IC,E'14·1

Hob ... Cutler Checker
Model H6-1000

--"'--"'-.-...-.0pIIan0""-" --"'II.

HOB MiEASUR:ING,
INSTRUM-ENT -

This all new, highly accurate,
user-friendly Hob & Cutter
Measuring Instrument measures
rake of flute, radial or hook and
parallelism (includes indicator
stand). Option for inspecting
index spacing (includes index
paw mechanism with tooling).
Accommodates 6" max tool
diameter, Competitively priced.
Designed to use ITW index
plates, OF can be fitted to use
Barber Colman. Manufactured
Gear & Gage, 630-377-2-496.
CIRCL'E READER SERVICE '1'69



GEAR HONING MACHINES
-Direct honing afler hobbing
and heal treating.

Hard Broachingl Machines
-Removal ,of heat !real distortion
from spline . keyway , or inter-
nal diameters.
Diamond Wheel Dressingl Devices
-Dres ing of rack profiles into
gear grinding worm wheels.

OJ mund Tooling
-Gears, profiling wheels, broaches.

For more information:
Phon: 414-255-0695

Fax: 41.4-255-~676
'CIRCt:E REA'DER 'SERVICE. 1136,

POWDER METAL GEARS
Powder metal parts can re ult in
ub tantial S8vin,g . PIM may be

tile most cost-effective solution
for your bevel, SpUI or helical
gears,either right hand or left
hand. with maximum 30~gree
helix angle. Mo t PIM material
available. Complete in-house
capabilities, with presse , from
2.5 to 750 tons.

ymmcD" Inc.
P.O. 80_ F
'y ,esvill • PA 15865

814-894-246:1
Fax 814-894-52'72
'CIRCLE READER SERVICE .1159

G'EAR ICHEeKiER
Moore Products' niver a]
Center Distance Gear Checker
permits easy monitorL~g of tight-
me h gear characteristic . Ad-
justable system promote quick
changeover; one gage inspects
all parts. Advanced software
permit, quantitative analysis,
provides process conteol and
statistical analysi: reports. Pro-
duce wide range of results
including runout, sectional
runout, average and maximum
IOOlh-to-loom action and more.
'ClRCl'E READER :SERVICE 1162
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IDIOUBLEFLA'NIK GIEAR
IROLLTESTERS,

New color brochure offers
description and specifications
of Mahr DFI Series gear mea-
surement instruments and
WinGeat'>. Windows®-based
te I and evaluation software.
System provides automatic,
pu h-bunon measurements and
testanalysis [0 DIN, ISO and
AHMA standards. Mahr
Corporation. I] 435 Winiacmson
Rd., eincinnati, OH 45241.
Phone: 1-800-969-1331. Fax:
51.3-489-2020.

CIRCLE READER SERVICE .122

Now we show you
what Y'OUI can't see,

Clean
DMpb ,ccoIan.l and
CCM'lWl'llnlIIOn, •
malnIInIIIOI lIN IOIIJIy
Il'ICloMd chlmW'IVlt.m
IllIyr" troYl:ll,Irtf
~ralllln,

A \illY 1'IIg/llnllll 11_1"1
_Irt!;tlt. lilt ,lit! IlOnOiI!!bIOdy.
Clalllpi"; 'tilt WOIkpI_ prtCl"ly

uourlly.

Wear Resistance
SptGlI] _lInlll 11"1
IVlllIbllll]l 1070 HRC
wt'I1OhI-UllllOII;
eltl •

PreCision
....TIR 01",000'2'
~t.H'PI"I!!"
wal1\plecl Clamping 'lor
gJ'IlICIlng,w~lng,.
lumlng, mllllng,
In1l*110n. IIIll!'lOing:
I!'Id ftl!b.!rIng,

Warranty
rei 0 rbDIi

1rt'~foI1
YMI or , 00.00II
~

SCHUNK
PllECISION WORICHOLllIHI]IIVIT'EMS

TIIIIU72,270 • Fu IIU7UIII
211 ~Drt.t. ~NC • mea

lHydraullic IExp,ansiion Arbors
CIRCLE 15-3

GEAR MACHINE MANUFACTURERS,
TOOUNG SUPPUERS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS.

Reachyourcustomersa.
the world,

Be a part of thl OR~ ORliae
bUYI(s guide dtvotJd uel.
sivtlyto the ,Iar indatry,

Gil JOIIr DWIc...., Pate
on the World Wide Web for

only. a year.

.. AY/JUNE .. ,1
'
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SERVICES

GEAR TOOTH
GRINDING SERVICES

• Cost efiectiY'B gur tooth 'grinding
specialists

• Gear manufaeturers are our only
customers

• Prototype and Iproduction quantities,
• Capacity to 27.'5' P.ID'.,3.5 D. P.
• ,Able to match delivery to your

requir,ements
• All service' to AGMA standards with

Certified Gear lnspectinn Equipment
----

PRO-GEAR COMPANY, INC.
23 Dick Road Depew, NY 14043

Phone (7161'684-3811
Fax I71i 6,1684-m7

'CIRCUE 180

H EAT TREATING

C'ont'our'lnducliion
Hard,ening Specialiists

Spur, helical' and .bevel gears
Our gear hardening ,equipment
includes 3 NATCO submerged
process machines and 4 AJAX
CNC-contr.olled gear scanning
machines. We can tool to' meet
any production need. Caill for a
company brochure.

American Metal Trealingl Company
1'043 East 162nd Street
Cleveland,.OHI44103

(216) 431-44'92
Fax:!216) 431-1508

CIRCLE 1114

KORO SHARPENliNG :SERVICE
95301- 85TH AVENUE NO. '. MAPU:

GROVE, MN 553,69

HOB ,S!HIARP'E.NING
('6112)1 425-52,47

HSS& Carbid·e up to '5" ma.
Straig'nt Gash,

Sharpened & Iinspected
Per AGMA STANDARDS

Quick fumat:ound

, - I

IWlOOlCllTTllG f.cESHOMI

Do¥ou Own a
M,aihir 890 Seriies ,Giear

Measuring InsUument?
If so, we have exciting news for
you. Mahr GorlPoration's newly-
expanded Gear !Metrology Pro-
gram is dedicated to providingr
comprehensive support for your
890 series analytical orfunctionall
double flank gear roll tester,

From our Measurement Resource
Center in Cinc1innali, Ohio .• we'
provide:
• Upgradil1g and retrofitting to PC
control and evaluation with new
WinGeailM software
• Technical service
• Spare parts
• Instrument celibraticn

'CIRCLE n',6 on !READER REP,lV CAJ"D

PFAUTER-MAAG
CUTTING TOOLS

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
I

For fast. COUIrt,BOUS, no-hassle
seNice, call1lloday:11-800-969!.13311

Mahr Corporation
111435Williamson IRoad

Cincinnati, OH 452.41
Phone:ll-BOO-969'-1331

IFax: 5,13-489·2020

GIRC~E 194

Visit us online at
http://www.geartech.nology.com.

We cover the world of gearing in cyberspace too.

PFAUTER·MAAG CUTTTNG TOOLS
1351 Wind.50r Road, P.O. Box 2950

Loves .Park, n, 6.1132-2950
Phone (SIS) 877-8900

Pax (815) 877-02641

58 o,EAR TECHNOLOGY
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http://www.geartech.nology.com.


1--COMPUTER AIDS SOFTWARE '

GK \ PilI(' \1. GE \I~ UESI(;,\

INEW SOFTWAIR:E
,0 Generated Gears
" Tools arid Tool Patlu
"Non-Generated Gear
" Involute Splines, Racks
" Inspection Calculation
,0 Animated Meshing
" Forni Calculations
" .DXF File Output

A. Gea~Shop. for
~ Wlndows,TM

Because you asked for itl

800..43,' ..2368

PROVlDilNG IMIMEDillATE

CALCULATIO!N'S FOR

STIRAIGHIT ,AND SPIRAL,

BEVEL GEA_RS, 'IN HOUSE,

USING YOUR IINVE:NITORY'!

SEE, OUR AD.

PAG'E 4"
CIRCLE '178 on RiEADER: REPlV CAIRD
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GREAT GEAR
COIRP. TAIWAIN

PO BOX 217, PEllOU, TEII?EI, TAIWAN

GEAR • SHAFJ
SPUR. IHEUCAL

IINT'ERNA1· OOERNAl
IGEA'RBOX/REDUCER

WORM/BEVE'!JHERRINGBONE
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Engiineer Your Successful IFuture
At Delphi Saginaw Steering Systems, a division of Delphi Automotive Systems and part of
General MOlors Corporation, we design and manufacture steering systems and components,
and front-wheel-drive axles for domestic and international automotive companies. Wecl!JTently
have the following outstanding opportunity available;

D:ES!I'GNIENGI.NEER
Qualifications:
• Minimum BS degree in Mechanical Engineering
• At least 3 years' experience in power transmission or machine design
• Technical competency required in the following areas:

• Design principles • Gear metrology
'. Gear tooth ratings .' Heal transfer types
• Geometry optimization • Uses and design detailing

• Gear noise and vibration experience a plus,
Please send one copy of your Iyped. cover memo and resume to: Delphli Saginaw Steering
Syste.ms, GMC,.Persoo.nel DepamnenC" Roo lOlSC, 3900 Boll'and Ko d, SlIgina,w,
Ml43601; Alto; Recruiting, omce'. Candidates must accept drug screening and have U.S.
citizenship or visa which permits them to legally accept permanent employment under U.S.
immigration law. No phone inquires please. Principals only, no agents. An Equal Opportunity
!Employer. For additional information visit 'OL!f website at: hUp.:J/www.deJp.hilluto.com.

,c>e::ILPHI
Saglinaw Steeringl Systems

WE'RE HIIRING
GBarMachine Repairman -
Experienced troubleshooter for mechanical

and hydraulic repairs. Knowledge of alactrt-
cal systems desirable. No !ravel.

Sales Coordinator/Assoclat' Train"-
We need 8n ambitious self-starter with

some lamiliarity with gear machines,
their tooling and accessories to fill this lob.
Plenty of room lor advancement.

Friendly workanviron menl at our c anVB·

nisnt northwest suburban Chicago location .
Profit sharing, health insurance.

Cadillac Machinery' Co. Inc.

1401 Lunt AVII!UI

lilMilIi!iilMil Elk IGrov •• IL 60001'

Fax your resume to 847·437-6618.
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TO ADVERTIISE IN THE CLASSIFIED SECTION
CALL PAT FLAM AT ,847-437-6604.

Rates-Li ne Classi lied: $35 per li ne, 8 lines per inch. $270 minimum. Classified Display (3" min.): 1X-SS85, 3X- 545, '6X-$S IS. AddiliOlllll peE inch:
lX-$195, lX-S185, 6X-SI75. Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's layout or design a. classified ad at no extra charge .. Paymen1.: full pay-
ment must accompany classified ads. Send check or VisaINIasterCardlAmerican Express number and expiration dale to Gear Teelmolagy, P.O ..Box 1.42.6.
E.Uc Grove' Village. IL 60009 ...Agency Commisslon: No agency commission on classified ads. Materlajs Deadllner Ad must be received by the 200t of
lite month, two months prior to publication. cceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept or reject classified advertisements at his discretion.
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ben you need totany. useless
ioformation about gears, you

I

can ·nun with confidence to
the pages of Addendum,

where we scour the globe for the
obscure, fhe unusual and the ridiculous
(the latter being our forte).

Where the Gears Are
Till past issues we've brought you

valuable information on famous or
semi-famous people who have been
named Gear (see past issues of Adden-
dum for biographical. sketches of John
Henry Gear, Luella Gear and Dale
Dudley Gear). But in the spirit of equal-
ity and in the interests of fairness, we
!:hought we'd give you a portrait of the
common Gear, the everyday Gear, the
Gear next door.

According tathe PhoneDisc CO-
RaM at our local. library (©1997
American Busine s Information Inc.),
people with the surname Gear live in
every American state except Arkansas,
Hawaii and South. Dakota. Most of you
will be interested to know that an aver-
age of 15 Gears live in each state,

Even more interesting is that some
states seem to have a disproportionate
number of Gear based on the entire
population. For the nation asa whole.
there are approximarely 2.86 Gears per
million people. The state with the high-
est Dumber of Gears per c-apita is West
Virginia, with 10.56 Gears per million.
Next comes Wiscon in. with 9.02 Gear
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per million. Massachusetts, with 8.85
Gearsper million and Washington, with
6.85 Gears pet million.

We hope you are beginning to see a
pattern here. We're not entirely sure
what it means, but the evidence is clear.
From this highly scientific study, we
conclude that there is a greater tendency
for a person named Gear to live in the
North. There also seems to be a correla-
tion betweenpeople named Oear and
. tares beginning with the letter W.

That's It, W-'"e Movingl
In our cro s-ceuatry travels In search

of people named Gear, the Addendum
staff also has come across a number of
streets named Gear,

For example, there is Gear Road in
Rochester, NH, Gearing Road in
Monongahela, PA, Gearing Avenue in
Piusburgh, PA,. Gear Avenue in
Nashville, TN, and Gearing Street in
Goose Creek, Sc. We're pretty sure
there are additional streets, roads,
avenues and boulevards named Gear
out there. We' re counting on you to
find them for us.

Until then, we are pleased to
announce that the Addendum team is
opening branch offices on Gear Road ill
Rochester, NH and Gearing Street in
Goose Creek, SC (as soon as the r1ght
properties become available).

It Was Too 'uch Tal Hope For
We regret to report that we were

unable to find anyone named Gear liv-
ing on a street named 'Gear. We'U keep
looking.

- entia Stewed I'sIn The Buildingl
Is your office looking tacky, tacky,

tacky with all those back issues of Gear
Techn.ology strewn about? Have you
despaired of ever findingthe perfect
storage solution for them: the one that
keeps them neat. tidy, in order and 011.1

of the way until needed? WeU, your
earch is over.

One of our faithful fans, 8iU Rollins
of South Windsor, CT, has found the
answer. His recommendation: Go to
your friendly neigbborbood office sup-
ply store and look: for a 2" vinyl binder
with D-ri~gs. According to Bill, one of
these will hold two fuU years of
Addendum colunms (and all that other
stuff in the magazine). The D-ring
allow each issue to lie flat when it's
opened for reading. You will have to u e
a three-bole punch on your magazines,
but we've checked-e-the margins are
deep enough to prevent making holes in
the copy.

Now Martha says, get in there and
tidy up your office.

If anyone has the plans for crochet-
illg covers for the Datebooks, don't call
us ..There's, really just so milch Manila
Stewart we can tand.O

I
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No one becomes a gear expert overnight.

The 125GB .Robber Knowledge
Sy tem: A unique interactiive
"encyclop,edia" for the
producliioD floor

But we can get you pretty close in about a week.
Gle as oDoffe rs more than 2 5 courses to

increase protil,ciency in ,gear' de s Ign,
development. and manufa.eturiug

Getting your gear engineering

and. production people up to

speed, and fully productive,

quickly ... ifs the reason we've

combined comprehensive

course taught by gear

tools and an on-going

schedule designed to meet

experts with the best training
Our new PC-based l<-'l1owledgeSysl.em for the

PHOENIX- 125GH hobbing machine puts

accumulated experience related 10 hobber
yOU! immediate needs, Here

al'Gieason (Rochester, Ny)

or on-site at your facility.

A range of 'engineering,

operation and raaintenenee

courses cover the basics of

setup, startup, operation, trouhlesheotingand

mamtenane , as well as spare parts and other

data, al the fmgenips of gear production

personneL.24 hours, seven days a week.

Hard-to-grasp procedures are musl1ated with

and applied engineering,

graphics; animations take YOIl step by stephobbing,.gear process theory
through subjects such as hob setup and

broken section hob bing.heve] gear cutting and finish-

ing processes, gear testing,

electrical and mechanical

machine maintenance, and

ojher subjects.

Gear making processes are

complex ...butthe decision 10

invest in training isa simple

one. We'U help you make the

most of it,

For course descriptions and' schedule caU''EUeert
Kayko al 716f256-6723 .. For que,frolU flego,rding
cour3e content, cafl David Burt oJ 7161256-876J
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